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The Kelowna and District Genealogical Society is a non-profit society dedicated to helping people 
research and document their past. We are located in the Okanagan Valley in the south central 
interior of British Columbia.  
 
In the mid-1980s the KDGS undertook the first transcription of burial sites. Booklets recording this 
information were published in the early 1990s. 
 
In 2008, the Cemetery Recording Committee of KDGS took on the task of updating all known 
burials in the area from Peachland to Oyama. This committee and KDGS members visited the 
local burial sites to transcribe and photograph gravemarkers. This project now includes church 
memorial plaques and isolated burials. We hope to include three small cemeteries in the 
Westbank area in the next publication. There are two large cemeteries in this area that we have 
not included in this publication: Kelowna Memorial Park Cemetery and Lakeview Memorial 
Gardens Cemetery. We continue to search for and document isolated burials in the Central 
Okanagan. 
 
This project includes burials recorded in: 
1. Gellatly Cemetery and Gellatly Heritage Park 
2. Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery 
3. Old Winfield Cemetery 
4. Oyama Community Cemetery 
5. Peachland Cemetery 
6. St. Andrew’s Anglican Churchyard 
7. St. Theresa Cemetery 
8. Westbank Cemetery 
9. Winfield Cemetery 
10. Small Cemeteries and Isolated or Individual Burials 
 
Photographs of each gravemarker have been published online at The Canadian Gravemarker 
Gallery <http://www.gravemarkers.ca/> and are available from KDGS. The photography and 
labeling of photographs by surname has been a major portion of this project. These photographs 
have facilitated the proofreading process and the compilation of the written material. They are 
also a record of which markers exist today. Some of these markers are deteriorating and may not 
be legible in the future. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee: 
Campbell, Susan D. (Chair) 
Crane, Marlene I. 
Hayes, Robert M.  
Neil, Gweneth 
Robertson, Carolin S. 
 
This Cemetery Recording project could not have been completed without the help and support of 










 Proofreaders: Susan Baumann; Cemetery Recording Committee members  
 
Transcribers and/or photograph processors: 
Ablett, Marie                            




Casey, Colleen                          
Cook, Eileen 
Crane, Marlene  
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Furbank, Donna                        
Garrie, Don 




Harrison, Anne  
Hayes, Bob                                
Hladik, Lorraine  
Jopko, Jeanne 
Manning, Shirley 
Maurice, Betty                          
McCabe, Betty                        
McLarty, Lorainne 
Mills, Lu                                   
Neil, Gwen    
Painter, Lisa                               
Richardson, Jennifer 
Robertson, Carolin   
Robinson, Eileen                        
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Scott, Jean       
Stewart, Helen 
Tellman, Lorraine    




Maps of the cemeteries were produced in spring 2012 in partnership with the GEOG 272 students 
of Okanagan College under the direction of Arthur Green:  
Anderson, Lindi P. 
Bowman, Jessica A. 
Cleven, Jennifer L.  
Derbyshire, Bradley A. 
Eek, Travis C. 
Elton, Chea A. 
Frye, Heather F. 
Hiltz, Kira 
Huebert, Helmut 
Jorimann, Kara L. 
Kassian, David J.  
Longstaff, Shelby 
Manning, Michelle L.  
McMillan, Patrick J. 
McMorran, Brayden M. 
Nobbs, Christopher E. 
O’Connell, Katlin C. 
Page, Anne 
Pullar, Anna-Elizabeth C. 
Rooney, Kyle D. 
Ross, Chaylee L.  
Tietz, Hillary K. 
VanHoof, Kirby D. 
Waterfield, Elizabeth A. 
 
We appreciate the extra attention given to these maps by Arthur Green. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee has undertaken to make this project as accurate and 
complete as possible. There will be mistakes and omissions. Please note that not everyone 
mentioned in this publication is necessarily buried or even deceased. As genealogists, we 
recognize that associated names help to identify the person we are researching. Therefore, we 
have included names mentioned on burial markers and often these are of surviving family 
members.  
 
This is the most complete compilation of its kind to date. We want this work to be helpful to 
researchers and therefore will be gifting copies to major libraries and depositories as well as to 
representatives of the cemeteries included in this publication.  
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The Cemetery Recording Committee of the Kelowna and District Genealogical Society thanks 
Jack Senger for his valuable information about this cemetery. We also thank Evelyn Vielvoye and 
Elaine Senger for information about this cemetery’s history.  
  
Photographers of St. Theresa Cemetery were Bettina Garry, Carolin Robertson, and Colleen 
Casey.  
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History of St. Theresa Cemetery 
By Evelyn Vielvoye and Elaine Senger 
Edited by KDGS Cemetery Recording Committee – 2012  
 
St. Theresa Cemetery, one of the oldest cemeteries in Kelowna, is located on Sexsmith Road.  
Local Ellison pioneers John Joseph and Bridget Carney sold land to Walter Folliard who gave the 
land for this cemetery.  Tom Carney, Walter Folliard, and Joe Schneider worked diligently in 
laying out St. Theresa Cemetery. 
   
Walter Folliard was not well at that time and died at Kelowna November 30, 1935 age 62 years. 
His was the first burial in St. Theresa Cemetery. This took place on December 3, 1935. 
  
Other early burials in St. Theresa Cemetery include the following: 
• Mary “Molly” Folliard: died Kelowna January 4, 1936 age 51 years and was buried 
January 7, 1936 (the second burial in this cemetery) 
• Alex Schneider: died Kelowna April 13, 1936 age 17 years 
• Rachel Lingor: died Kelowna October 24, 1936 age four years 
• Adam Rieger: died Kelowna June 8, 1937 age 28 years  
The cemetery land is clay and was without water and therefore was difficult to maintain. All early 
attempts to make it look nice were in vain. Balthaser Bachmann made the original Corpus out of 
plaster and the first cross was made by Joseph Senger.  John Mettlewsky made the second 
cross.   
In 1960, under the leadership of Father Flynn and the Knights of Columbus, Louis Rivard, Ed 
Rieger, Albert Beitel, and Pete Schneider cleaned up the cemetery.   In 1969, 80 new iron posts 
were erected. Maintenance in 1972 included concrete liners for plots and perpetual care 
landscaping.  Al Lenarcic looked after the cemetery on a voluntary basis for approximately five 
years. About 1979, a fence was built around the property.  Lack of irrigation made it impossible to 
plant anything and thus the cemetery looked barren and bleak.   
In 1975, a new parish was formed and construction of Holy Spirit Church began on October 21, 
1976. It is located at the end of the 1200 block Neptune Road, overlooking Springfield Road. Holy 
Spirit Church has joined St. Theresa Parish in maintaining St. Theresa Cemetery. 
St. Theresa Cemetery was maintained by volunteer labour for almost 50 years until 1982 when 
irrigation was installed, allowing for landscaping.  Water was purchased from the Glenmore 
Irrigation District.  Ellison Nursery was in charge of the landscaping and some underground 
sprinklers were installed.  Pete Stolz, Ed Schneider, and John Sali laboured to beautify and 
landscape St. Theresa Cemetery.  Pete and Harold Schneider maintained the grounds.           
In 1983, new regulations were implemented: flat markers, no curbs, and multiple graves were 
encouraged.   Bob Savage was the caretaker.  Once again there was much discussion about 
making this a spiritually rewarding and peaceful site. On June 10, 1988, many parishioners and 
family members participated in beautifying the cemetery.   Top soil was hauled in and grass and 
trees planted under the direction of Dell Ahrens, George Messier, Brian Richards, Peter Trach, 
Morris Kuzic, Leo Larmond, Ed Rieger, Reinhold Seesbacher, Ed McGinnis, Uno Nelson, Leo 
Arman, Henry Tibbey, and Al Lenarcic.   
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In the summer of 1989, vandals damaged the Corpus and a new bronze Corpus was ordered. On 
October 15, 1989 a service of re-dedication, blessings, and remembrances was held amid the 
lush covering of grass, trees, and ornamental shrubs.  Father Alan MacGregor blessed the 
Corpus, cut the ribbon, and thanked the many committee members who gave so much of their 
time.  Pete and Ann Stoltz kept the cemetery books at that time. 
Leo Elder and Al Lenarcic later served as caretakers.  In May 2007, Jack Senger installed an 
updated irrigation system and took over maintaining St. Theresa Cemetery. He continues to look 
after this historic cemetery.   
St. Theresa Cemetery is the resting place for over 750 people.  It is still a rural setting with some 
homes and small businesses in the area.  Father Alexander Louis de Lestre (1879 – 1967), the 
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Kelowna and District Genealogical Society - 2012
Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
? ? ? McCLEARY James [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: McCLEARY / In Loving 
Memory / 1905 James 1983] [Removed to 
another cemetery]
? ? ? McKELVEY H. [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: H. McKELVEY / ] [St. Theresa 
Cemetery records: no record]
? ? ? ROUGEAU Edna M. Noel J. / 1920-2001 / Edna M. / 1922-  / 
ROUGEAU [Removed to Vancouver area]
? ? ? ROUGEAU Noel J. Noel J. / 1920-2001 / Edna M. / 1922-  / 
ROUGEAU [Removed to Vancouver area]
Child C 10 BASRAN Colin BASRAN / Colin / 1974-1974 [sic] [BC Vital 
Stats: George Colin Basran died Kelowna 24 
June 1976 at age 0 years] [St. Theresa records: 
Colin George Basran died 28 June 1976]
Child C 12 DONHAUSER Joseph DONHAUSER / Joseph / July 2, 1955
Child C 13 RATH Boy RATH / Boy / 1950-1950
Child C 14 RIPPEL Girl RIPPEL / Girl / 1949-1949
Child C 15 BOWSER Courtney M. 323 Days In Our Care / Forever In Our Hearts / 
Courtney M. BOWSER / Apr. 16, 1990 - Mar. 5, 
1991
Child D 1 BOHN Lawrence P. [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1948]
Child D 2 LINGOR Frances LINGOR / Frances / 1947-1947 [sic] [BC Vital 
Stats: Frances Joan Lingor died Kelowna 06 
January 1948 at age 0 years]
Child D 3 GRAF Mary Baby Mary / GRAF / Oct. 11-13, 1947
Child D 4 ZAHN Annie M. ZAHN / Martin Jr. / May 4, 1947 - May 27, 1947 / 
Martin S. / May 25, 1921 / Jan. 6, 2000 / Annie 
M. / Jan. 6, 1926 / Dec. 19, 2003 / 'Beloved 
Mum'
Child D 4 ZAHN Martin Jr. ZAHN / Martin Jr. / May 4, 1947 - May 27, 1947 / 
Martin S. / May 25, 1921 / Jan. 6, 2000 / Annie 
M. / Jan. 6, 1926 / Dec. 19, 2003 / 'Beloved 
Mum'
Child D 4 ZAHN Martin S. ZAHN / Martin Jr. / May 4, 1947 - May 27, 1947 / 
Martin S. / May 25, 1921 / Jan. 6, 2000 / Annie 
M. / Jan. 6, 1926 / Dec. 19, 2003 / 'Beloved 
Mum'
Child D 5 KEPUL Caroline  KEPUL / Caroline / 1947-1947
Child D 6 ROY John ROY / John / 1946-1946
Child D 7 USSELMAN John USSELMAN / John   Robert / 1945-1945 [St. 
Theresa records lists John and Robert as 
separate individuals.] [BC Vital Stats: John 
Usselman died Kelowna 05 November 1945 at 
age 0 years; Robert Usselman died Kelowna 05 
November 1945 at age 0 years]
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Child D 7 USSELMAN Robert USSELMAN / John   Robert / 1945-1945 [St. 
Theresa records lists John and Robert as 
separate individuals.] [BC Vital Stats: John 
Usselman died Kelowna 05 November 1945 at 
age 0 years; Robert Usselman died Kelowna 05 
November 1945 at age 0 years]
Child D 8 FROEHLICH Monica FROEHLICH / Monica / 1945-1945
Child D 9 USSELMAN Frank USSELMAN / Frank / 1945-1945 [ BC Vital 
Stats: Frank John Usselman died Kelowna 19 
January 1945 at age 0 years]
Child D 10 PALATIN Edward Edward / PALATIN / 1942-1942 [BC Vital Stats: 
Edward Louis Palatin died Kelowna 23 
November 1942 at age 0 years]
Child D 11 LESKO Doreen Doreen / LESKO / March 13, 1937 / Dec. 24, 
1940
Child D 12 WEISBECK Hughie In Memory Of / Hughie / Beloved Son Of / J. & 
K. WEISBECK / Aged 1 Year / Our Darling
Child D 13 BOHN Albert BOHN / Albert / 1939-1939
Child D 14 ODERMATT Kyle Kyle / ODERMATT / 1998-1998
Child E 4 ALLEN Twins  ALLEN / Twins / 1961-1961
Child E 5 VOLK Donald [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [St. Theresa 
Cemetery records: Donald VOLK born 1959, died 
29 July 1959] 
Child E 6 DELEURME Randolph Wayne Randolph Wayne / DELEURME / June 4, 1958 / 
Nov. 13, 1958 / Safe In The Arms of Jesus
Child E 7 SCHONBERGER Albert SCHONBERGER / Albert / 1956-1956
Child E 8 LESLIE Stuart LESLIE / Staurt [sic] / 1953-1953
Child E 9 SIMPSON Colleen SIMPSON / Colleen / 1952-1952 [BC Vital Stats: 
Colleen Mary Simpson died Kelowna 15 March 
1952 at age 0 years]
Child E 10 TRENN Joseph Joseph / TRENN / 1950-1950 [BC Vital Stats: 
Andrew Joseph Trenn died Kelowna 14 October 
1950 at age 0 years]
Child E 11 MEIER Marvin [Mervin 
Joseph]
[KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: Marvin MEIER] [BC Vital Stats: 
Mervin Joseph Meier died Kelowna 02 July 1949 
at age 4 years]
Child E 12 GERK Carol [KDGS 2011: No Marker exists] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: Carol Gerk] [St. Theresa 
Cemetery records: Carol Gerk died 1949]
Child E 13 SCHELL Carol Ann Carol Ann SCHELL  / Born Nov. 15, 1948 / Died 
May 20, 1949
Child E 14 SVETTITS Jacob SVETTITS / Jacob / 1946-1946
Child F 8 JACQUES Philip Alan Philip Alan JACQUES / Mar. 29, 1980 - Oct. 26, 
1980 / Budded on Earth To Bloom in Heaven
Child F 9 VIELVOYE Larissa Andrea Our Baby / Larissa Andrea VIELVOYE / 1973-
1974
Child F 10 McDONALD 
[Macdonald]
Grant Lee [Grant 
Leo]
McDONALD / Grant Lee / 1974-1974 [BC Vital 
Stats: Grant Leo Greg Macdonald died 
Vancouver 03 August 1974 at age 0 years]
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Child F 11 TIRK Dennis Dennis TIRK / 1969-1970
Child F 12 KELLERMAN Jennifer M. Our Baby / Jennifer M. KELLERMAN / Aug. 19, 
1961 - Nov. 27, 1963 / Lovely Memories
Child F 13 GRAMLICH Baby In Loving Memory / Baby / GRAMLICH / Aug.-
1963 
Child F 14 NISSEN Ronald NISSEN / Ronald / 1963-1963 
Child F 15 LEINEMANN Jonah Jonah LEINEMANN / 08-21-06
Crem 1 A ST. AMAND Herby ST. AMAND / Gone But Not Forgotten / Herby / 
1906-1985 / Juliette / 1915-2005
Crem 1 A ST. AMAND Juliette ST. AMAND / Gone But Not Forgotten / Herby / 
1906-1985 / Juliette / 1915-2005
Crem 1 B LÊ THI TÁM Maria Maria: LÊ THI TÁM / Sinh Nâm: 1935 / Tai: 
Sàigòn / Mât: 11. 09. 1992 / Tai Kelowna. BC / 
Huong Tho: 57 Tuôï / Con Cac Cháu Dông 
Phung Lâp
Crem 1 D PARKIN Alfred G. PARKIN / Alfred G. / 1920-1993 / Doris M. / 1914-
2003 / Rest In Peace
Crem 1 D PARKIN Doris M. PARKIN / Alfred G. / 1920-1993 / Doris M. / 1914-
2003 / Rest In Peace
Crem 2 A WESTEN Fred In Loving Memory Of / WESTEN / Fred / 1909-
1990 / Solomina / 1909-1994
Crem 2 A WESTEN Solomina In Loving Memory Of / WESTEN / Fred / 1909-
1990 / Solomina / 1909-1994
Crem 2 B WEBB Alice Angelina WEBB / Alice Angelina / 1921-2005 / William 
Edwin / 1928-  / Your Love Shines Eternal
Crem 2 B WEBB William Edwin WEBB / Alice Angelina / 1921-2005 / William 
Edwin / 1928-  / Your Love Shines Eternal
Crem 2 C TINEVEZ Alex Together Forever / TINEVEZ / Alex / 1926-2004 
/ Marie / 1933-  /
Crem 2 C TINEVEZ Marie Together Forever / TINEVEZ / Alex / 1926-2004 
/ Marie / 1933-  /
Crem 2 D ANDERSON L. Clare In Loving Memory of / ANDERSON / L. Clare / 
1917-1989
Crem 3 A PINUTA Charles PINUTA / Charles 1906-1988 / Julia 1923-2000 / 
Those We Love Never Die
Crem 3 A PINUTA Julia PINUTA / Charles 1906-1988 / Julia 1923-2000 / 
Those We Love Never Die
Crem 3 B COWAN Germaine COWAN / Steve / 1909-1985 / Germaine / 1910-
1996 / Our Loved Ones
Crem 3 B COWAN Steve COWAN / Steve / 1909-1985 / Germaine / 1910-
1996 / Our Loved Ones
Crem 3 C HALTER Richard F. HALTER / Susan H. / 1966-1989 / Richard F. / 
1945-1999 / Forever Loved
Crem 3 C HALTER Susan H. HALTER / Susan H. / 1966-1989 / Richard F. / 
1945-1999 / Forever Loved
Crem 3 D DALEY Hazel DALEY / Tom / 1919-2002 / Hazel / 1918-2002 / 
Together / Forever
Crem 3 D DALEY Tom DALEY / Tom / 1919-2002 / Hazel / 1918-2002 / 
Together / Forever
Crem 4 A DECK Frank In Loving / Memory / Frank DECK / 1928-1981
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Crem 4 B KRYSINSKI Jozef Jozef KRYSINSKI / Lieut. / Polish Army / 1919-
1987 / Lest We Forget
Crem 4 C HILL Edward F. M. HILL / Edward F. M. / 1912-1987 / Ruth C. / 1913-
1990 / Together Forever
Crem 4 C HILL Ruth C. HILL / Edward F. M. / 1912-1987 / Ruth C. / 1913-
1990 / Together Forever
Crem 4 D LUTZ Adella LUTZ / Adella / 1918-1988 / Bertha / 1915-2005 / 
Robert / 1920-  /
Crem 4 D LUTZ Bertha LUTZ / Adella / 1918-1988 / Bertha / 1915-2005 / 
Robert / 1920-  /
Crem 4 D LUTZ Robert LUTZ / Adella / 1918-1988 / Bertha / 1915-2005 / 
Robert / 1920-  /
Crem 5 A SENGER Albert M. May He Rest In Peace / Albert M. SENGER / 
Nov. 11, 1944 - Dec. 24, 1981
Crem 5 B STEFANIK Mary STEFANIK / William B. / 1902-1982 / Mary / 
1904-1993
Crem 5 B STEFANIK William B. STEFANIK / William B. / 1902-1982 / Mary / 
1904-1993
Crem 5 C DeGAGNE Denis Philip [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2002]
Crem 5 C DeGAGNE Germaine Philip DeGAGNE / Canadian Infantry Corps Pte. 
/ 1911-1981 / Germaine RABY / 1924-2004
Crem 5 C DeGAGNE Philip Philip DeGAGNE / Canadian Infantry Corps Pte. 
/ 1911-1981 / Germaine RABY / 1924-2004
Crem 5 C RABY Germaine Philip DeGAGNE / Canadian Infantry Corps Pte. 
/ 1911-1981 / Germaine RABY / 1924-2004
Crem 5 D ANDREWS Archie ANDREWS / Archie / 1905-1982 / Mabel / 1905-
1999
Crem 5 D ANDREWS Mabel ANDREWS / Archie / 1905-1982 / Mabel / 1905-
1999
Crem 6 A STOLZ Agatha STOLZ / Agatha / 1925-1984 / Paul / 1924-1997 
/ Together / Forever 
Crem 6 A STOLZ Paul STOLZ / Agatha / 1925-1984 / Paul / 1924-1997 
/ Together / Forever 
Crem 6 B JASCHINSKY Anthony Anthony JASCHINSKY / 1920-1985
Crem 6 C SPRING Albert SPRING / Albert / 1921-1985
Crem 6 D ELLCHUCK Harry ELLCHUCK / Harry / 1925-1985 / In Loving / 
Memory
Crem 7 A MEADE Edward A. MEADE / Edward A. / 1923-1992 / Rita M. / 1923-
2005 / Forever With The Lord
Crem 7 A MEADE Rita M. MEADE / Edward A. / 1923-1992 / Rita M. / 1923-
2005 / Forever With The Lord
Crem 7 B SCHJODT Bernard SCHJODT / Bernard / 1910-1993
Crem 7 B SCHJODT Eileen Mary [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2006]
Crem 7 C SCHNEIDER Katharina SCHNEIDER / Nicholas / 1910-1995 / Katharina 
/ 1911-1994 / Rest In Peace
Crem 7 C SCHNEIDER Nicholas SCHNEIDER / Nicholas / 1910-1995 / Katharina 
/ 1911-1994 / Rest In Peace
Crem 7 D BUCSIS Julius BUCSIS / Julius / 1910-2003 / Mary / 1913-1992 
/ In Loving Memory
Crem 7 D BUCSIS Mary BUCSIS / Julius / 1910-2003 / Mary / 1913-1992 
/ In Loving Memory
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Crem 8 B SAPLYWY John SAPLYWY / John / 1904-1994 / Sophia / 1904-
1995 / Forever With The Lord
Crem 8 B SAPLYWY Sophia SAPLYWY / John / 1904-1994 / Sophia / 1904-
1995 / Forever With The Lord
Crem 8 C BORNAIS J. Ernest BORNAIS / J. Ernest / 1913-1995 / Home At Last
Crem 8 D EATON Douglas Donald EATON / Douglas Donald / 1926-1995 / Rest In 
Peace
Crem 9 A ANDERSON Edwin ANDERSON / Eileen / 1924-1995 / Edwin / 1922-
2009 / Forever with the Lord
Crem 9 A ANDERSON Eileen ANDERSON / Eileen / 1924-1995 / Edwin / 1922-
2009 / Forever with the Lord
Crem 9 C HALTER Frank HALTER / Frank / 1917-2009 / Helen / 1922-
2000 / Together Forever
Crem 9 C HALTER Helen HALTER / Frank / 1917-2009 / Helen / 1922-
2000 / Together Forever
Crem 9 D WOLFE Irene M. WOLFE / Percy F. / 1913-2000 / Irene M. / 1916-
2006 / Together Forever
Crem 9 D WOLFE Percy F. WOLFE / Percy F. / 1913-2000 / Irene M. / 1916-
2006 / Together Forever
Crem 10 A HASELDEN Terry [Annie Marie] In Loving Memory of / Terry / HASELDEN / 1924-
1996 [St. Theresa Cemetery records: Annie 
Marie Haselden]
Crem 10 B KLASSEN Jacob (Jim) KLASSEN / Jacob "Jim" / 1922-1996 / Till We 
Meet Again
Crem 10 C MENARD Jeanne M. MENARD / Robert / 1918-2006 / Beloved / 
Husband / & / Father / Jeanne M. / 1922-1996 / 
Beloved / Wife / & / Mother
Crem 10 C MENARD Robert MENARD / Robert / 1918-2006 / Beloved / 
Husband / & / Father / Jeanne M. / 1922-1996 / 
Beloved / Wife / & / Mother
Crem 10 D STOLZ Anne STOLZ / Peter / 1920-1998 / Anne / 1921-  / 
"Rest In Peace"
Crem 10 D STOLZ Peter STOLZ / Peter / 1920-1998 / Anne / 1921-  / 
"Rest In Peace"
Crem 11 C FROEHLICH Henry FROEHLICH / We Will Meet Again / Henry / 
1929-2003
Crem 11 D SCHERMANN Alois P. Together Forever / SCHERMANN / Alois P. / 
1923-2004 / Joyce E. / 1929-2007 
Crem 11 D SCHERMANN Joyce E. Together Forever / SCHERMANN / Alois P. / 
1923-2004 / Joyce E. / 1929-2007 
Crem 12 B CARBONNEAU Gaston (Peb) CARBONNEAU / In God's / Loving Care / 
Gaston (Peb) / 1921-2007 / Lois J. / 1927-  /
Crem 12 B CARBONNEAU Lois J. CARBONNEAU / In God's / Loving Care / 
Gaston (Peb) / 1921-2007 / Lois J. / 1927-  /
Crem 12 C FALCK Henry FALCK / Kathleen E. / 1956-2001 / Henry / 1918-
2004 / Jean 1925-  / Forever In Our Hearts
Crem 12 C FALCK Jean FALCK / Kathleen E. / 1956-2001 / Henry / 1918-
2004 / Jean 1925-  / Forever In Our Hearts
Crem 12 C FALCK Kathleen E. FALCK / Kathleen E. / 1956-2001 / Henry / 1918-
2004 / Jean 1925-  / Forever In Our Hearts
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Crem 12 D LEVERRIER Albert A. LEVERRIER / Together / Forever / Albert A. / 
1926-  / Dorothy P. / 1928-2001
Crem 12 D LEVERRIER Dorothy P. LEVERRIER / Together / Forever / Albert A. / 
1926-  / Dorothy P. / 1928-2001
Crem 13 B SCHONBERGER Bert In Loving Memory / Bert SCHONBERGER / 
1934-1996
Crem 13 B SCHONBERGER Loretta SCHONBERGER / Ludwig / 1928-1995 / Loretta 
/ 1934-2008 / Always Remembered
Crem 13 B SCHONBERGER Ludwig SCHONBERGER / Ludwig / 1928-1995 / Loretta 
/ 1934-2008 / Always Remembered
Crem 13 C FENEZ Armand FENEZ / Together Forever / Armand / 1929-
2002 / Yvette / 1928-  /
Crem 13 C FENEZ Yvette FENEZ / Together Forever / Armand / 1929-
2002 / Yvette / 1928-  /
Crem 13 D LAFRANCE Henry C. LAFRANCE / Henry C. / 1910-1999 / Juliette / 
1913-1997 / In Loving Memory
Crem 13 D LAFRANCE Juliette LAFRANCE / Henry C. / 1910-1999 / Juliette / 
1913-1997 / In Loving Memory
Crem 14 B KOUWENHOVEN Petrus J. Forever In Our Hearts / KOUWENHOVEN / 
Petrus J. / 1929-1997
Crem 14 C FENEZ Louise T. FENEZ / In God's / Loving Care / Robert R. / 
1956-1982 / Lost on the "Ocean Ranger" / Louise 
T. / 1964-  / Our Loving Daughter
Crem 14 C FENEZ Robert R. FENEZ / In God's / Loving Care / Robert R. / 
1956-1982 / Lost on the "Ocean Ranger" / Louise 
T. / 1964-  / Our Loving Daughter
Crem 14 D NEIGUM Nick J. Nick J. NEIGUM / GNR  RCA / 1924-1997 / Lest 
We Forget
Crem 15 C MEADE Richard E. MEADE / Richard E. / 1944-1990 / Forever With 
The Lord
Crem 15 D BALOGH Andrew B. BALOGH / Andrew B / Private / WPGLI / 16 Sep 
1997 / Age 77 / Laura M / /
Crem 15 D BALOGH Laura M. BALOGH / Andrew B / Private / WPGLI / 16 Sep 
1997 / Age 77 / Laura M / /
Crem 16 A YOCHIM Adam [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2007]
Crem 16 C PFLIGER Thomas Together Forever / PFLIGER / Thomas / 1919-
2008
Crem 17 A SAND Arnold P. SAND / Arnold P. / 1922-1999 / Helen / 1933-  / 
In Loving Memory
Crem 17 A SAND Helen SAND / Arnold P. / 1922-1999 / Helen / 1933-  / 
In Loving Memory
Crem 17 B DIEBOLT Raphael DIEBOLT / Raphael / 1917-1998 / Rita / 1930-  / 
In Loving / Memory
Crem 17 B DIEBOLT Rita DIEBOLT / Raphael / 1917-1998 / Rita / 1930-  / 
In Loving / Memory
Crem 17 D BELLAND Michael [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2008]
Crem 18 A KRUK Antoni Loving Mother And Father / KRUK / Antoni / 
1904-2001 / /  Together in Eternity
Crem 18 A KRUK Sophie  [St. Theresa Cemetery records]
Crem 18 B URSULAN Joyce R. URSULAN / Steve A. / 1925- / Joyce R. / 1931-
2011 / In Loving Memory
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Crem 18 B URSULAN Steve A. URSULAN / Steve A. / 1925- / Joyce R. / 1931-
2011 / In Loving Memory
Crem 18 D BUEHLER Berthold BUEHLER / 1931 Berthold 2007 / 1927 Ellen 
Maria 2000 / In Loving Memory
Crem 18 D BUEHLER Ellen Maria BUEHLER / 1931 Berthold 2007 / 1927 Ellen 
Maria 2000 / In Loving Memory
Crem 19 B BOHM Eleonore BOHM / Franz M. / 1929-2000 / Eleonore / 1927-  
/
Crem 19 B BOHM Franz M. BOHM / Franz M. / 1929-2000 / Eleonore / 1927-  
/
Crem 19 C DeGAGNE Denis [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2000]
Crem 19 D SHEREMETA Gregory In Loving Memory / Gregory SHEREMETA / 
Dec. 13, 1907 - Nov. 9, 2000
Crem 20 A LUKNOWSKY Alphonse Jacob LUKNOWSKY / Alphonse Jacob / 1925-1999 / 
Sylvia Mary / 1922-2006
Crem 20 A LUKNOWSKY Sylvia Mary LUKNOWSKY / Alphonse Jacob / 1925-1999 / 
Sylvia Mary / 1922-2006
Crem 20 B KYLE Doug Together Again / KYLE / Doug / 1929-2011 / 
Trudi / 1934-2000
Crem 20 B KYLE Trudi [Gertrude 
Josephine]
Together Again / KYLE / Doug / 1929-2011 / 
Trudi / 1934-2000 [St. Theresa Cemetery 
records: Gertrude Josephine Kyle]
Crem 20 C RADKE Frederick Edward [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2001]
Crem 20 D ERRINGTON William Brian [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2001]
Crem 21 A ELLIS Anna F. ELLIS / Laurence T. / 1934-2000 / Anna F. 1940-  
/ [RCAF Insignia] 
Crem 21 A ELLIS Laurence T. ELLIS / Laurence T. / 1934-2000 / Anna F. 1940-  
/ [RCAF Insignia] 
Crem 21 D STISHENKO Andrew A. STISHENKO / Andrew A. / 1953-  / Sharon D. / 
1954-2007 / In Loving Memory
Crem 21 D STISHENKO Sharon D. STISHENKO / Andrew A. / 1953-  / Sharon D. / 
1954-2007 / In Loving Memory
Crem 22 A RIEGER James Frank No Marker [St. Theresa Cemetery records: 
James Frank Rieger died 2001]
Crem 22 B BEAUDRY Clovis BEAUDRY / Clovis / 1925-2000 / Thérèse / 1930-  
/ Together Forever
Crem 22 B BEAUDRY Thérèse BEAUDRY / Clovis / 1925-2000 / Thérèse / 1930-  
/ Together Forever
Crem 23 A NELSON Dana Normandale In Loving / Memory of / Dana Normandale / 
NELSON / April 27, 1975 - June 27, 1995 / Our 
Precious Son / Forever Cherished In Our Hearts
Crem 23 B JACO Donna Sharlien Donna Sharlien / JACO / 1955-2001 / What We 
Keep in Memory / Is Ours Forever
Crem 23 D YOUNG Rose Rose / YOUNG / 1919-2009 / Safe in the Arms 
of Jesus
Crem 24 A FIDDLER Kelly Grant In Loving Memory Of / Kelly Grant / FIDDLER / 
1965-2001 / Son, Brother, Friend
Crem 24 B GRABOWSKI J. Stella GRABOWSKI / Together / Forever / Teodor / 
1922-2001 / J. Stella / 1924-2009
Crem 24 B GRABOWSKI Teodor GRABOWSKI / Together / Forever / Teodor / 
1922-2001 / J. Stella / 1924-2009
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Crem 24 D BOSLEY Bob BOSLEY / Bob / 1938-2004 
Crem 25 A TURENNE Jacquelyn TURENNE / Jacquelyn / 1942-2001 / Onile / 
1942-/
Crem 25 A TURENNE Onile TURENNE / Jacquelyn / 1942-2001 / Onile / 
1942-/ 
Crem 25 B WILLIAMS August R.I.P. / August WILLIAMS / Born May 6, 1910 / 
Died May 27, 2002 / Family Remembrance
Crem 25 C WINEGARDEN Bruce In Loving Memory / WINEGARDEN / 1931 Vicki 
2002 / 1932 Bruce 2006
Crem 25 C WINEGARDEN Vicki In Loving Memory / WINEGARDEN / 1931 Vicki 
2002 / 1932 Bruce 2006
Crem 26 A LESLIE Terence R. LESLIE / Terence R. / 1929-2002 / Lovingly 
Remembered
Crem 26 B KANE Edward Patrick KANE / Edward Patrick / 1947-2002 / Loving 
Father, Son and Brother
Crem 26 C HARRISON Carol Bernadette [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2004]
Crem 26 C HARRISON Leah Marie Leah Marie / HARRISON / 1968-2003
Crem 26 C KANE Laurel KANE / Laurel / 1923-2009 / Safe In The Arms 
Of Jesus
Crem 27 A PURDOM Lynne Lynne / PURDOM / 1946-2004 / Always In Our 
Hearts
Crem 27 B GREGORY John Dennis GREGORY / Sophie Marie / 1928-2003 / John 
Dennis /  / In Loving Memory
Crem 27 B GREGORY Sophie Marie GREGORY / Sophie Marie / 1928-2003 / John 
Dennis /  / In Loving Memory
Crem 28 A MATKOVIC Milan Milan / MATKOVIC / 1941-2003 / "Always In Our 
Hearts"
Crem 28 B VERHAPPEN Henrica J. M. 
(Rica)
VERHAPPEN / Johannes A.  / (John) / 1917-
2005 / Henrica J. M. / (Rica) / 1915-  / In God's / 
Loving Care
Crem 28 B VERHAPPEN Johannes A. 
(John)
VERHAPPEN / Johannes A.  / (John) / 1917-
2005 / Henrica J. M. / (Rica) / 1915-  / In God's / 
Loving Care
Crem 28 D O'DOHERTY Frank Together Forever / O'DOHERTY / Frank / 1920-
2004 / Rita / 1923-  /
Crem 28 D O'DOHERTY Rita Together Forever / O'DOHERTY / Frank / 1920-
2004 / Rita / 1923-  /
Crem 29 A PETERS Linda PETERS / Ralph / 1932-2010 / Linda / 1934-  / In 
Loving Memory
Crem 29 A PETERS Ralph PETERS / Ralph / 1932-2010 / Linda / 1934-  / In 
Loving Memory
Crem 29 B DEIS Clara Clara / DEIS / 1933-2004 / "Never Will Your 
Memory Fade"
Crem 29 C PALATIN John In Loving Memory / John PALATIN / 1927-2009
Crem 29 D HARRISON Stephanie  [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2008]
Crem 29 D HARRISON William [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2010]
Crem 30 A RUSH Gaye RUSH / Gaye / 1945-2004 / Joe / 1950-  /
Crem 30 A RUSH Joe RUSH / Gaye / 1945-2004 / Joe / 1950-  /
Crem 30 B KRAPIC Branko In Loving Memory Of / Branko KRAPIC / Born in 
Croatia 1938 / Died in Kelowna 2005
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Crem 30 C BAŠLIN Duro George In Loving Memory Of / BAŠLIN / Duro George / 
1918-2004 / Gone Home
Crem 31 B LORD Stephen LORD / Stephen / 1951-2005 / Until We Meet 
Again
Crem 31 C DEDINSKY Effie DEDINSKY / 1961 Greg 2002 / 1927 Effie 2005  
/ Forever In Our Hearts 
Crem 31 D DEDINSKY Greg DEDINSKY / 1961 Greg 2002 / 1927 Effie 2005  
/ Forever In Our Hearts 
Crem 32 A DALEY Gary Those We Love Never Die / DALEY / Gary / 
1944-2006 / Sharon / 1948-  / Family - Love - 
Laughter
Crem 32 A DALEY Sharon Those We Love Never Die / DALEY / Gary / 
1944-2006 / Sharon / 1948-  / Family - Love - 
Laughter
Crem 32 C LALONDE Armand Lucien Armand Lucien / LALONDE / 1939-2006
Crem 33 C PICKLYK Darren C. Darren C. / PICKLYK / 1968-2006 / Rest In 
Peace
Crem 34 C McLEAY Eva Rose In Loving Memory / McLEAY / Eva Rose / 1932-
2010
Crem 34 D ZIEGLER Matthew ZIEGLER / Matthew / 1934-2006
Crem 35 A GEVERS Marinus GEVERS / Marinus / 1920-2006 / In Loving 
Memory
Crem 35 B SCHNEIDER Jean Always in Our Hearts / SCHNEIDER / Joseph / 
1913-2007 / Jean / 1913-2010
Crem 35 B SCHNEIDER Joseph Always in Our Hearts / SCHNEIDER / Joseph / 
1913-2007 / Jean / 1913-2010
Crem 35 C FRIEDT Lee FRIEDT / Lee / 1926-2008 / Marguerette / 1930-  
/ Always in Our Hearts
Crem 35 C FRIEDT Marguerette FRIEDT / Lee / 1926-2008 / Marguerette / 1930-  
/ Always in Our Hearts
Crem 36 A KRAPIC Josip KRAPIC / Josip / 1940-2008 / In Loving Memory
Crem 36 B SERNA Fernal Alfrado [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2008]
Crem 37 B STEWART Ken W. Together / Forever / Ken W. / 1923-2010 / Mary 
H. / 1926- / STEWART
Crem 37 B STEWART Mary H. Together / Forever / Ken W. / 1923-2010 / Mary 
H. / 1926- / STEWART
Crem 37 B ZIMMER Brandt Jason ZIMMER / Brandt Jason / August 01 / 1970 / 
August 15 / 2010
Crem 38 A CHAMBUL Robert John CHAMBUL / Robert / John / 1955-2008 / Until 
We Meet Again
Crem 38 B SALEL Henri-Jean [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 30 June 
2010, buried 10 July 2011]
Crem 39 A COOPER Robert D. COOPER / Forever In Our Hearts / Robert D. / 
1930-2011 / Suzanne H. / 1947-2008
Crem 39 A COOPER Suzanne H. COOPER / Forever In Our Hearts / Robert D. / 
1930-2011 / Suzanne H. / 1947-2008
Crem 40 B ROSHINSKY Theresa ROSHINSKY / Theresa / 1942-2011 / Forever In 
Our Hearts
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New A 11 PILATO Providenzza 
(Nancy)
PILATO / Providenzza / "Nancy" / 1949-2004 / 
Beloved Daughter & Sister
New A 12 FEIST Katherine FEIST / Wendel / 1920-2005 / Katherine / 1921-
2002 / (FISCHER) / In God's / Loving Care
New A 12 FEIST Wendel FEIST / Wendel / 1920-2005 / Katherine / 1921-
2002 / (FISCHER) / In God's / Loving Care
New A 12 FISCHER Katherine FEIST / Wendel / 1920-2005 / Katherine / 1921-
2002 / (FISCHER) / In God's / Loving Care
New A 13 ANDOLFATTO Giuseppina A. ANDOLFATTO / Severino / / Giuseppina A. / 
1948-2010 / Riposa In Pace
New A 13 ANDOLFATTO Severino ANDOLFATTO / Severino / / Giuseppina A. / 
1948-2010 / Riposa In Pace
New A 14 LITZ Cornell LITZ / Rosella / (VOELK) / 1919-2002 / Cornell / 
1916-2006
New A 14 LITZ Rosella LITZ / Rosella / (VOELK) / 1919-2002 / Cornell / 
1916-2006
New A 14 VOELK Rosella LITZ / Rosella / (VOELK) / 1919-2002 / Cornell / 
1916-2006
New A 14B PARADOWSKI Wieslawa PARADOWSKI / Zygmunt / 1958-2008 / 
Wieslawa / 1960-  / Together Forever
New A 14B PARADOWSKI Zygmunt PARADOWSKI / Zygmunt / 1958-2008 / 
Wieslawa / 1960-  / Together Forever
New A 14D SANTIN Lidia Lidia / SANTIN / 1927-2008 / My Loving Sister
New A 15 BLAKE Helen BLAKE / Leonard / 1931-2008 / Helen / 1937-  / 
May God be with you / and comfort you. 
[Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 
Insignia]
New A 15 BLAKE Leonard BLAKE / Leonard / 1931-2008 / Helen / 1937-  / 
May God be with you / and comfort you. 
[Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 
Insignia]
New A 16B OUD Peter Peter OUD / 1933-2008 / He's Just Gone On 
Ahead
New A 18 COE Carlos Alberto 
Garcia
In Loving Memory of / Carlos Alberto Garcia 
COE / April 26, 1989 - July 27, 2008 / Embraced 
By Our Lord - Live Laugh Love
New A 18 GARCIA COE Carlos Alberto In Loving Memory of / Carlos Alberto GARCIA 
COE / April 26, 1989 - July 27, 2008 / Embraced 
By Our Lord - Live Laugh Love
New A 20 CLARKE John Together Forever / CLARKE / John / 1926-2009 / 
Rita / 1934-  / Those We Love Never Die
New A 20 CLARKE Rita Together Forever / CLARKE / John / 1926-2009 / 
Rita / 1934-  / Those We Love Never Die
New A 20 MARTIN Douglas Gordon [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2007]
New A 22 LISCHKA Edward G. Edward G. LISCHKA / 1953-2005 / In God's / 
Loving Care
New A 22 LISCHKA Marjorie Marjorie LISCHKA / 1926-2010 / In Loving 
Memory
New A 23 VEDAN Lawrence W. VEDAN / Lawrence W. / 1942-2002 / In Thee, O 
Lord, have I put my trust 
New A 24 MERK Jemme MERK / 1960 Jemme 2001 / In Loving Memory
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New A 25 KELLERMAN Victoria (Vicky) In Loving Memory / Victoria (Vicky) / 
KELLERMAN / 1929-2000
New A 26 STRUTHERS Joyce Mildred [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2006]
New B 7 SCHELL John SCHELL / John / 1901-1961
New B 9 GRAF Alexander Alexander / GRAF / 1875-1962 / In Loving 
Memory
New B 10 KRAFT Robert Andrew Robert Andrew / KRAFT / 1942-1966 / In Loving 
Memory
New B 11 HAUSER Katherine [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1998]
New B 11 SCHEDLOSKY Bernard Bernard / 1896-1964 / Mary / 1906-1994 / In 
Loving / Memory / SCHEDLOSKY
New B 12 SCHEDLOSKY Mary Bernard / 1896-1964 / Mary / 1906-1994 / In 
Loving / Memory / SCHEDLOSKY
New B 13 DONHAUSER Leo P. In Loving Memory of / Leo P. DONHAUSER / 
1885 Father 1964
New B 14 DONHAUSER Magdalena In Loving Memory of / Magdalena DONHAUSER 
/ 1897 - Mother - 1982
New B 15 MICHAUD Peter J. Peter J. MICHAUD / In Loving Memory / 1908-
1974
New B 16 HEINTZ John HEINTZ / In Loving Memory Of / John / 1915-
1974 / Magdalena / 1907-2000
New B 16 HEINTZ Magdalena HEINTZ / In Loving Memory Of / John / 1915-
1974 / Magdalena / 1907-2000
New B 19 DECK Barbara In Loving Memory / HAUK / Pius A. / 1912-1975 
/ Barbara / (DECK) / 1917-2011 
New B 19 HAUK Barbara In Loving Memory / HAUK / Pius A. / 1912-1975 
/ Barbara / (DECK) / 1917-2011 
New B 19 HAUK Pius A. In Loving Memory / HAUK / Pius A. / 1912-1975 
/ Barbara / (DECK) / 1917-2011 
New B 21 ELDER Tommy Tommy ELDER / Beloved Son / 1963-1976
New B 22 ALMOND Paul Anthony ALMOND / Paul Anthony / Nov. 1933 - Apr. 1976 
/ Gone But Not / Forgotten
New B 23 BOSSIO Antonio Antonio BOSSIO / In Loving Memory / 1896-
1977
New B 24 GABRIEL Joseph F. Joseph F. GABRIEL / Beloved Son / 1950-1980
New B 25 GUGLER Agnes GUGLER / Loving Parents / Alois / 1899-1976 / 
Agnes / 1915-1994 / Forever In Our Hearts
New B 25 GUGLER Alois GUGLER / Loving Parents / Alois / 1899-1976 / 
Agnes / 1915-1994 / Forever In Our Hearts
New C 7 LEONARD Rose Catherine [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2004]
New C 7 MARZINZIK Henry I.H.S. / In Loving / Memory of / Henry 
MARZINZIK / 1920-1964
New C 8 PILATO Elia PILATO / Elia / 1884-1965 / Domenica / 1923-
2001 / Loving Father & Mother
New C 9 PILATO Domenica PILATO / Elia / 1884-1965 / Domenica / 1923-
2001 / Loving Father & Mother
New C 10 SALI Joseph In Loving Memory / SALI / Joseph / 1904-1966 / 
Dorothy / 1904-1988 / May They Rest In Peace
New C 11 SALI Dorothy In Loving Memory / SALI / Joseph / 1904-1966 / 
Dorothy / 1904-1988 / May They Rest In Peace
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New C 12 SIMPSON Lillian [Mary Lilian] [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: Lillian SIMPSON] [BC Vital 
Stats: Mary Lilian Simpson died Winfield 20 April 
1966 at age 36 years]
New C 13 SCHNEIDER Jacob SCHNEIDER / Mother / Mary E. / 1881-1923 / 
Father / Jacob / 1880-1966 / R.I.P.
New C 13 SCHNEIDER Mary E. SCHNEIDER / Mother / Mary E. / 1881-1923 / 
Father / Jacob / 1880-1966 / R.I.P.
New C 15 LUKNOWSKY John P. LUKNOWSKY / In Loving Memory / John P. / 
1898-1975 / Monica E. / 1903-1989
New C 15 LUKNOWSKY Peter Walter LUKNOWSKY / Peter Walter / 1938-2006 / 
Loved and Remembered
New C 16 LUKNOWSKY Gustaf Alex In Loving Memory Of / LUKNOWSKY / Gustaf 
Alex / 1940-1998
New C 16 LUKNOWSKY Monica E. LUKNOWSKY / In Loving Memory / John P. / 
1898-1975 / Monica E. / 1903-1989
New C 17 McRORY Annette McRORY / Annette / 1932-1975 / Our Loved 
One
New C 18 STOLZ Frank In Loving Memory of / Frank STOLZ / May 29, 
1896 - September 28, 1984 / Beloved Husband 
& Father
New C 19 STOLZ Regina Beloved Mother / Regina STOLZ / 1900-1978
New C 20 SHIER Janet Beloved Sister / Janet SHIER / 1939-1975
New C 21 RIPPEL Leo In Loving Memory / Leo RIPPEL / 1922-2007
New C 22 RIPPEL Monica Monica RIPPEL / 1923-1976 / In Loving Memory
New C 23 PARENT Esther PARENT / Lucien / 1927-1976 / Esther / 1934-
1995 / Till We Meet Again
New C 23 PARENT Lucien PARENT / Lucien / 1927-1976 / Esther / 1934-
1995 / Till We Meet Again
New C 24 DUTKOWSKI Esther Edith Elaine [St. Theresa Cemetery records: Esther Edith 
Elaine Krenz (Dutkowski) died 1995]
New C 24 KRENZ Esther Edith Elaine [St. Theresa Cemetery records: Esther Edith 
Elaine Krenz (Dutkowski) died 1995]
New C 25 DONHAUSER Henry In Loving / Memory / Henry DONHAUSER / 1924-
1981
New C 27 THIBODEAU Paul W. THIBODEAU / Loving Husband and Father / 
1931 Paul W. 1995
New D 5 KAPLAN Julius Together / Forever / Julius / 1913-2000 / Martha 
/ 1919-2006 / KAPLAN
New D 5 KAPLAN Martha Together Forever / Julius / 1913-2000 / Martha / 
1919-2006 / KAPLAN
New D 7 MERK John MERK / John / Aug. 24, 1898 - July 9, 1966/ 
Aloisia / March 11, 1901 - November 12, 1969
New D 8 MERK Aloisia MERK / John / Aug. 24, 1898 - July 9, 1966/ 
Aloisia / March 11, 1901 - November 12, 1969
New D 9 RUNZER Margaret Margaret RUNZER / In Loving Memory / 1888-
1966
New D 10 LEIBEL Leona In Loving Memory Of / Leona LEIBEL / 1943 
Mother 1967
New D 11 MOSER Roy MOSER / Roy / March 3, 1900 / Feb. 1, 1967 / 
Mary / March 1, 1907 / June 16, 1994
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New D 12 MOSER Mary MOSER / Roy / March 3, 1900 / Feb. 1, 1967 / 
Mary / March 1, 1907 / June 16, 1994
New D 13 BAUMGARTEN Caroline Caroline BAUMGARTEN / In Loving Memory / 
1889-1967 [St. Theresa Cemetery records: 
Caroline Mildenberger] [BC Vital Stats: Caroline 
Mildenberger died Kelowna 30 September 1967 
at age 78.]
New D 13 MILDENBERGER Caroline Caroline BAUMGARTEN / In Loving Memory / 
1889-1967 [St. Theresa Cemetery records: 
Caroline Mildenberger] [BC Vital Stats: Caroline 
Mildenberger died Kelowna 30 September 1967 
at age 78.]
New D 14 BLEILE Michael M. Michael M. / BLEILE / 1941-1968 / Beloved 
Father of Ron & Rhonda
New D 15 BLEILE Michael Joseph BLEILE / Michael Joseph / 1911-1976 / Helen 
Rose / 1914-1983 / Rest In Peace
New D 16 BLEILE Adam Joseph [St. Theresa Cemetery records: Adam Joseph 
Bleile died 2011]
New D 16 BLEILE Helen Rose BLEILE / Michael Joseph / 1911-1976 / Helen 
Rose / 1914-1983 / Rest In Peace
New D 17 CHASTKAVICH Diane Catherine In Loving / Memory / Diane Catherine / 
CHASTKAVICH / 1962-1977
New D 19 CHASTKAVICH Leslie Ann In Loving / Memory / Leslie Ann / 
CHASTKAVICH / 1942-1980
New D 20 BAUMGARTEN Fred Fred / 1916-1977 / Eva / 1915-1987 / 
BAUMGARTEN 
New D 21 BAUMGARTEN Eva Fred / 1916-1977 / Eva / 1915-1987 / 
BAUMGARTEN
New D 23 GAGNIER Rene C. Rene C. GAGNIER / Oct. 24, 1913 - Dec. 19, 
1996 / Forever with the Lord
New D 24 USSELMAN John In Loving Memory Of / USSELMAN / Josephine / 
1911-1981 / John / 1904-1992
New D 25 USSELMAN Joseph USSELMAN / Joseph / 1937-1991 / In Memory 
Of
New D 25 USSELMAN Josephine In Loving Memory Of / USSELMAN / Josephine / 
1911-1981 / John / 1904-1992
New D 26 COTE Maurice Alfred COTE / In Loving Memory of / Maurice Alfred / 
1932-1981
New D 27 VELHO Antonio VELHO / Antonio / 1925-1997 / Maria / 1924-
2006 / Gone But Not Forgotten
New D 27 VELHO Maria VELHO / Antonio / 1925-1997 / Maria / 1924-
2006 / Gone But Not Forgotten
New E 5 EISLER Bernice Forever In Our Hearts / EISLER / Eugene / 1906-
2000 / Bernice / 1913-2000 / They've Just Gone 
On Ahead
New E 5 EISLER Eugene Forever In Our Hearts / EISLER / Eugene / 1906-
2000 / Bernice / 1913-2000 / They've Just Gone 
On Ahead
New E 7 RIEGER Evelyn RIEGER / Evelyn / 1894-1973 / Joseph / 1887-
1969 / Married / Nov. 28, 1911
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New E 8 RIEGER Joseph RIEGER / Evelyn / 1894-1973 / Joseph / 1887-
1969 / Married / Nov. 28, 1911
New E 9 OTTENBREIT Gertrude OTTENBREIT / Gertrude / 1904-1986 / Carl / 
1898-1969 / Together / Forever
New E 10 OTTENBREIT Carl OTTENBREIT / Gertrude / 1904-1986 / Carl / 
1898-1969 / Together / Forever
New E 11 BERNER Stephanie C. Stephanie C. BERNER / 1932-1969 / In Loving / 
Memory 
New E 12 OTTENBREIT Elizabeth OTTENBREIT / Elizabeth / Jan. 17, 1901 / May 
1, 1993 /  Anton / Feb. 26, 1894 / May 7, 1968 / 
God Be With Them
New E 12 OTTENBREIT Janice Janice / OTTENBREIT / June 12, 1942 / Nov. 
17, 2006 / Wife, Mother, & Friend
New E 13 OTTENBREIT Anthony Anthony / OTTENBREIT / Feb. 24, 1919 / July 
26, 2008 / Forever In Our Hearts
New E 13 OTTENBREIT Anton OTTENBREIT / Elizabeth / Jan. 17, 1901 / May 
1, 1993 /  Anton / Feb. 26, 1894 / May 7, 1968 / 
God Be With Them
New E 14 EISMAN Joseph [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1968] [BC 
Vital Stats: Joseph Eisman died Kelowna 01 
September 1968, born 1874]
New E 15 HORNUNG Rosemary Julianna Rosemary Julianna / HORNUNG / 1946-1978 / 
Gone But Not Forgotten
New E 17 SCHAFER Sandra Lee 
Bernadette 
In Loving Memory Of / Our Dear Daughter & 
Sister / Sandra Lee Bernadette / (Sandy) / 
SCHAFER / Oct 2, 1959 - May 13, 1978 / 
Forever In Our Hearts / SCHAFER
New E 20 MOYAN Bonny Lee In Loving Memory Of / Bonny Lee MOYAN / 
1952-1978 
New E 21 ZVONARICH John In Loving Memory / John ZVONARICH / 1903-
1978
New E 22 ZVONARICH John V. In Loving Memory of / ZVONARICH / John V. / 
1930-2007
New E 22 ZVONARICH Maria In Loving Memory / Maria ZVONARICH / 1907-
1987
New E 23 ROTH Adam ROTH / In Loving Memory / Adam / 1904-1981 / 
Barbara / 1909-1989
New E 24 ROTH Barbara ROTH / In Loving Memory / Adam / 1904-1981 / 
Barbara / 1909-1989
New E 25 BOWER John (Dr.) Dr. John BOWER / Born April 2nd 1913 
Ulverston, England / Died June 11th 1981 / Kind 
and Virtuous Christian / Loved and Honoured by 
/ Family, Friends and Patients / Winefride 
BOWER / Born Mar. 10, 1915 Windermere, 
England / Died May 6, 1996 / I Will Lift Up Mine 
Eyes To The Hills
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New E 26 BOWER Winefride Dr. John BOWER / Born April 2nd 1913 
Ulverston, England / Died June 11th 1981 / Kind 
and Virtuous Christian / Loved and Honoured by 
/ Family, Friends and Patients / Winefride 
BOWER / Born Mar. 10, 1915 Windermere, 
England / Died May 6, 1996 / I Will Lift Up Mine 
Eyes To The Hills
New F 5 TOTH Leslie S. TOTH / Leslie S. / 1893-1977 / Rose M. / 1894-
1977 / Peace In Christ
New F 6 TOTH Rose M. TOTH / Leslie S. / 1893-1977 / Rose M. / 1894-
1977 / Peace In Christ
New F 7 SLAETS August [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: August SLAETS] [BC Vital 
Stats: August Slaets died Kelowna 29 April 1970 
at age 86]
New F 8 SLAETS Johanna Marie 
[Agnes]
[KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: Mrs. August SLAETS] [St. 
Theresa Cemetery records: Agnes Slaets] [BC 
Vital Stats: Johanna Marie Slaets died Kelowna 
31 December 1972 age 86 years]
New F 9 BREUNIG Edward A. BREUNIG / In Loving Memory / Edward A. / 
1884-1976 / Agnes M. / 1895-1970
New F 10 BREUNIG Agnes M. BREUNIG / In Loving Memory / Edward A. / 
1884-1976 / Agnes M. / 1895-1970
New F 12 SCHNEIDER Otto Otto SCHNEIDER / 1927-1969 / Forever With 
The Lord
New F 13 FLEGEL Rose FLEGEL / Rose / 1898-1992 / Frank / 1892-1969 
New F 14 FLEGEL Frank FLEGEL / Rose / 1898-1992 / Frank / 1892-1969 
New F 15 HORNUNG Mary HORNUNG / Mary / 1915-1983 / Joseph / 1905-
1986
New F 16 HORNUNG Joseph HORNUNG / Mary / 1915-1983 / Joseph / 1905-
1986
New F 17 BRILTZ Eva In / Loving / Memory / BRILTZ / Eva / 1900-1979 
/ Matthew / 1889-1979
New F 18 BRILTZ Matthew In / Loving / Memory / BRILTZ / Eva / 1900-1979 
/ Matthew / 1889-1979
New F 19 CARSWELL Walter F. CARSWELL / Walter F. / 1905-1980 / Wanda / 
1907-1999
New F 20 CARSWELL Wanda CARSWELL / Walter F. / 1905-1980 / Wanda / 
1907-1999
New F 21 WESTERWOUDT Folkert [Volkert] 
[Frederick V.]
[KDGS 2011: No Marker] [Transcribed by KDGS 
c1986 as: Folkert / WESTERWOULDT / 1935-
1981 / With Love To Dad / M. J. H. / 
WESTERWOULDT] [BC Vital Stats: Frederick V. 
Westerwoudt died Kelowna 14 June 1981 at age 
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New F 22 WESTERWOUDT Maria Misha J. H. [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1985] [BC 
Vital Stats: Maria Westerwoudt died Kelowna 15 
February 1985, born 1904]
New F 23 MEIER George In Loving Memory Of / George MEIER / 1907-
1981
New F 24 MEIER Katharina A. In Loving Memory of / Katharina A. / MEIER / 
1910-2002
New F 26 BAUMGARTEN Frank BAUMGARTEN / Frank / 1918-2010 / Katharyne 
/ 1916-1981 / MELCHIOR / In Loving / Memory
New F 26 BAUMGARTEN Katharyne BAUMGARTEN / Frank / 1918-2010 / Katharyne 
/ 1916-1981 / MELCHIOR / In Loving / Memory
New F 26 MELCHIOR Katharyne BAUMGARTEN / Katharyne / 1916-1981 / 
MELCHIOR / In Loving / Memory
New F 27 WESTERWOUDT Kimberly Nadine Kimberly Nadine / WESTERWOUDT / Aug. 1, / 
1972 / Dec. 24, / 1989 / Life Is Not Forever - 
Love Is
New G 6 FRANKIE Helen Theresa Helen Theresa FRANKIE / 1927-1976 / In Loving 
/ Memory
New G 7 SCHNEIDER Katherine In Loving Memory / Katherine SCHNEIDER / 
1907-1970 / R.I.P.
New G 8 BOURGET Louis Louis BOURGET / In Loving Memory / 1898-
1970
New G 9 HORNSBERGER Debra Ann HORNSBERGER / Debra Ann / 1955-1970
New G 9 HORNSBERGER Michael Michael HORNSBERGER / 1917-2000
New G 10 JASCHINSKY Magdalene Magdalene JASCHINSKY / Mother / 1888-1970
New G 11 HEEMSKERK Freddy Freddy HEEMSKERK / 1957-1970
New G 12 FUGGER Jacob In Loving Memory / Jacob FUGGER / 1905-1970
New G 13 SEVE John SEVE / John / 1902-1970 / Dad / Anne / 1902-
2000 / Mom / Until We All Walk Together In 
God's Garden
New G 14 SEVE Anne SEVE / John / 1902-1970 / Dad / Anne / 1902-
2000 / Mom / Until We All Walk Together In 
God's Garden
New G 14C de LESTRE A.L. [Alexander] Father A.L. de LESTRE / Born 1879 Died 1967 / 
Ordained 1903 / [at foot of grave - 25th 
Anniversary / Commemorative Restoration / by / 
Fr. DeLestre Council 6233 / 1970-1995] [St. 
Theresa Cemetery records: Rev. Alexander De 
Lestre]
New G 15 BEER Adam BEER / Adam / 1898-1982 / Rosalia / 1890-1981 
/ Always Loved and Remembered
New G 16 BEER Rosalia BEER / Adam / 1898-1982 / Rosalia / 1890-1981 
/ Always Loved and Remembered
New G 17 KITSCH Andrew P. KITSCH / In Loving Memory / Andrew P. / 1907-
1979 / Josephine / 1916-2003
New G 18 KITSCH Josephine KITSCH / In Loving Memory / Andrew P. / 1907-
1979 / Josephine / 1916-2003
New G 19 BACH Winnie Winnie BACH / Our Beloved Mum / 1915-2001
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New G 20 RIEGER Adam In Loving Memory / RIEGER / Adam / 1914-1987 
/ Theresa  / 1920-1979
New G 21 RIEGER Theresa In Loving Memory / RIEGER / Adam / 1914-1987 
/ Theresa  / 1920-1979
New G 23 PAZUR John Stephen John Stephen PAZUR / In Loving Memory / 1903-
1981
New G 24 SCHAFER Louis In Loving / Memory / SCHAFER / Rigena / 1911-
1987 / Louis / 1903-1987
New G 24 SCHAFER Rigena In Loving / Memory / SCHAFER / Rigena / 1911-
1987 / Louis / 1903-1987
New G 26 JAKUBOWSKI Frank INRI / In Loving Memory / of Our Father / Frank / 
JAKUBOWSKI / 1895-1982
New G 27 SANDANA Valli [Valentino 
Basil]
Valli SANDANA 1953 / Forever [KDGS 2011: 
Marker is metal letters glued to stone] [St. 
Theresa Cemetery records: Valentino Basil 
Sandana buried 1995]
New H 5 WIEGERT Josef Josef WIEGERT / 1910-2002
New H 6 WIEGERT Katharina M. Katharina M. WIEGERT / In Loving Memory / 
1911-1974
New H 7 HUSCH Joseph W. In Loving Memory / HUSCH / Joseph W. / 1900-
1986 / Litvina / 1914-1972
New H 8 HUSCH Litvina In Loving Memory / HUSCH / Joseph W. / 1900-
1986 / Litvina / 1914-1972
New H 9 KLEIN Anna Anna KLEIN / In Loving Memory / 1894-1971
New H 10 BOSSIO Armando E. In Loving Memory Of / Armando E. / BOSSIO / 
1923-1995
New H 12 BOSSIO Annette D. Annette D. SPENCER / Nee BOSSIO / Our 
Loved One / 1947-1971
New H 12 SPENCER Annette D. Annette D. SPENCER / Nee BOSSIO / Our 
Loved One / 1947-1971
New H 13 DENIS Wendell Wendell / 1892-1970 / Mary / 1898-1988 / 
DENIS
New H 14 DENIS Mary Wendell / 1892-1970 / Mary / 1898-1988 / 
DENIS
New H 15 GROSS Annie M. GROSS / Annie M. / 1907-1980 / Stanley J. / 
1898-1982 / There are no Partings in Heaven
New H 16 GROSS Stanley J. GROSS / Annie M. / 1907-1980 / Stanley J. / 
1898-1982 / There are no Partings in Heaven
New H 17 KUSZ Anton In Loving Memory / Anton KUSZ / 1906-1980
New H 18 KUSZ Isabel In Loving Memory Of / Our Dear Mother / Isabel 
KUSZ / 1911-1997
New H 19 FLASCH Anna Anna FLASCH / 1902-1980
New H 20 FLASCH Michael MICHAEL FLASCH / 1888-1985
New H 20A DAVIS Dorothy Mary [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1980] [BC 
Vital Stats: Dorothy Mary Davis died Kelowna 28 
Dec 1980, born 1914] 
New H 21 KRYSCHUK Frank KRYSCHUK / Frank / 1913-1995 / Dear Dad & / 
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New H 22 KRYSCHUK Elizabeth KRYSCHUK / Frank / 1913-1995 / Dear Dad & / 
Husband / Elizabeth / 1916-1992 / Loving Wife & 
/ Mother
New H 23 PAZUR Andrew S. In Loving Memory Of / Andrew S. / PAZUR / 
1956-1982
New H 24 SCHELL Lambert SCHELL / Lambert / 1910-2007  / Julianna / 
1913-1982
New H 25 SCHELL Julianna SCHELL / Lambert / 1910-2007  / Julianna / 
1913-1982
New H 26 TAYLOR Violet Loretta In Loving Memory of Mother / Violet Loretta / 
TAYLOR / 1910-1982
New H 27 BRISSON Alice Denise In Memory Of A Loving / Wife And Mother / Alice 
Denise / BRISSON / June 14, 1914 - Sept. 27, 
1998
New I 5 BERARD John C. John C. BERARD / 1892-1976 / Loved By All
New I 6 BERARD Frida M. Frida M. BERARD / 1907-1990 / Loved By All
New I 8 CHOUINARD Felix Felix CHOUINARD / Dear To Our Hearts / 1950-
1973
New I 9 GENETTI Andrew Andrew GENETTI / In Loving Memory / 1884-
1977
New I 10 GENETTI Giovanna Giovanna GENETTI / In Loving Memory / 1893-
1973
New I 10 KENNEDY Nancy Alila Nancy Alila KENNEDY / In Loving Memory / 
1921-1995
New I 11 BEBAULT Laurence BEBAULT / Laurence / 1905-1996 / Dedicated 
Parents and Grandparents
New I 12 BEBAULT Dennis N. Dennis N. BEBAULT / 1896-1973 / R.I.P.
New I 13 DEL PANNO Giovanni Giovanni DEL PANNO / 1901-1972
New I 14 RUNZER Douglas G. RUNZER / In Loving Memory of / 1957 Douglas 
G. 1972 / 1918 Rudolph W. 1988 / 1922 Mary  /
New I 14 RUNZER Mary RUNZER / In Loving Memory of / 1957 Douglas 
G. 1972 / 1918 Rudolph W. 1988 / 1922 Mary  /
New I 14 RUNZER Rudolph W. RUNZER / In Loving Memory of / 1957 Douglas 
G. 1972 / 1918 Rudolph W. 1988 / 1922 Mary  /
New I 15 FLEGEL George J. In Loving Memory / FLEGEL / Father / George J. 
/ 1894-1981 / Mother / Juliana / 1899-1985
New I 16 FLEGEL Juliana In Loving Memory / FLEGEL / Father / George J. 
/ 1894-1981 / Mother / Juliana / 1899-1985
New I 17 FROEHLICH Mathias In Loving / Memory / Mathias FROEHLICH / 
1907-1981
New I 18 FROEHLICH Clara In Loving / Memory / Clara FROEHLICH / 1908-
1988
New I 18 FROEHLICH Valentine 
Sebastian
Valentine Sebastian / FROEHLICH / 1932-2007
New I 19 ROSOKAWATY Helen In Loving Memory / Helen ROSOKAWATY / 
1914-1982
New I 20 LUTZ Edna In Loving Memory of / Our Mother / Edna LUTZ / 
1907-1992
New I 21 FROEHLICH Caroline R. FROEHLICH / Edmund P. / 1934-  / Caroline R. / 
1935-2010 / In Loving Memory 
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New I 21 FROEHLICH Edmund P. FROEHLICH / Edmund P. / 1934-  / Caroline R. / 
1935-2010 / In Loving Memory 
New I 21 FROEHLICH Timothy E. In / Loving / Memory / Timothy E. FROEHLICH / 
1959-1982
New I 22 LEVERRIER Henri J. In Loving / Memory / Henri J. LEVERRIER / 
1899-1983
New I 24 COLTER H. [Henrietta Mary] [KDGS 2011: No Marker exists] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: H. COLTER /] [BC Vital Stats: 
Henrietta Mary Colter died Kelowna 16 June 
1987 at age 74 years]
New I 25 SCHAFER Helene SCHAFER / Helene / 1941-1992 / In Our Hearts 
Forever
New I 26 SIMPSON Betty Betty / SIMPSON / Apr. 25, / 1934 - Feb. 21, / 
1993 / forever in our hearts
New I 28 PALATIN Katie In Loving Memory Of / PALATIN / Louis / 1906-
1995 / Katie / 1908-2004
New I 28 PALATIN Louis In Loving Memory Of / PALATIN / Louis / 1906-
1995 / Katie / 1908-2004
New J 5 HOFFMAN David HOFFMAN / David / 1945-2006 / Loving Brother 
and Friend
New J 6 SIMPSON Glenn T. [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: Glenn T. SIMPSON / 1954-
1977 / Precht - Harrison Chapel]
New J 7 STOLZ Balzer J. STOLZ / Balzar J. / 1903-1973 / Margaret / 1907-
1989 / Remembered for their Love / and 
Kindness to Others. / Loved By All Who Knew 
Them. / Rest In Peace
New J 8 STOLZ Margaret STOLZ / Balzar J. / 1903-1973 / Margaret / 1907-
1989 / Remembered for their Love / and 
Kindness to Others. / Loved By All Who Knew 
Them. / Rest In Peace
New J 9 FAHLMAN Joseph FAHLMAN / In Loving Memory / Joseph / 1889-
1973 / Elizabeth O. / 1893-1988
New J 10 FAHLMAN Elizabeth O. FAHLMAN / In Loving Memory / Joseph / 1889-
1973 / Elizabeth O. / 1893-1988
New J 11 PFLIGER Augustin PFLIGER / Augustin / 1885-1980 / Flora / 1887-
1973
New J 12 PFLIGER Flora PFLIGER / Augustin / 1885-1980 / Flora / 1887-
1973
New J 13 HUBER Johann In Loving Memory Of / Johann / HUBER / 1899-
1973 / Our Beloved Father 
New J 14 HUBER Anna In Loving Memory Of / Anna / HUBER / 1901-
1988 / Our Beloved Mother
New J 15 KOWATSCH Anna In Loving Memory Of / Anna / KOWATSCH / 
1908-1989 / Our Beloved Mother 
New J 16 SIEGMANN Anna SIEGMANN / Dad / 1907 Wilhelm 1983 / Mom / 
1911 Anna 2010 / Forever With The Lord
New J 16 SIEGMANN Wilhelm SIEGMANN / Dad / 1907 Wilhelm 1983 / Mom / 
1911 Anna 2010 / Forever With The Lord
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New J 18 BEDARD Joseph Phillip Joseph Phillip BEDARD / 1915-1997 / Rest In 
Peace
New J 19 COOK John E. John E. COOK / We Love You / 1962-1983
New J 20 COTE Leon Thomas In Loving Memory of / Leon Thomas COTE / 
1956-1983
New J 21 HITTEL Emma HITTEL / John / 1920-1992 / Emma / 1925-1983 
/ In Loving Memory
New J 21 HITTEL John HITTEL / John / 1920-1992 / Emma / 1925-1983 
/ In Loving Memory
New J 22 VOGELGESANG Cecilia In Loving Memory / VOGELGESANG / John / 
Dec. 22, 1901 / Dec. 29, 1983 / Cecilia / Nov. 21, 
1912 / Feb. 16, 1998
New J 22 VOGELGESANG John In Loving Memory / VOGELGESANG / John / 
Dec. 22, 1901 / Dec. 29, 1983 / Cecilia / Nov. 21, 
1912 / Feb. 16, 1998
New J 22 VOGELGESANG Margaret Regina Margaret Regina / VOGELGESANG / Sept. 28, 
1934 - Apr. 7, 2008 / With a Coke and a Smile
New J 22 WOOLLEY Jamie-Lea In Loving Memory / Jamie-Lea / WOOLLEY / 
1967-2003
New J 23 BACH Anthony F. BACH / Katharina / 1901-1984 / Anthony F. / 
1899-2001 / In Loving Memory Of
New J 23 BACH Katharina BACH / Katharina / 1901-1984 / Anthony F. / 
1899-2001 / In Loving Memory Of
New J 23 WOODS Anny M. WOODS / Raymond W. / 1914-1992 / Anny M. / 
1921-2009 / In Loving Memory
New J 23 WOODS Raymond W. WOODS / Raymond W. / 1914-1992 / Anny M. / 
1921-2009 / In Loving Memory
New J 24 HEEMSKERK Nick HEEMSKERK / 1919 Nick 1984 / You Are In 
God's Hands, / And In Our Hearts
New J 25 SFREDDO Constante SFREDDO / Constante / 1908-2001 / Midrease / 
1909-1984
New J 25 SFREDDO Midrease SFREDDO / Constante / 1908-2001 / Midrease / 
1909-1984
New J 26 TAMAGI Anna Yuko In Loving Memory of / TAMAGI / Anna Yuko / 
1934-1999
New J 27 LISCHKA Nick LISCHKA / In Loving Memory / 1915 Nick 2000
New J 28 FETH Martha Wendelin / 1915-2000 / Martha / 1918-2000 / In 
God's / Loving Care / FETH
New J 28 FETH Wendelin FETH / Wendelin / 1915-2000 / Martha / 1918-
2000 / In God's / Loving Care
New K 5 PAVICIC Jelena Daleko Odvoljene Hrvatske / Ovdje Pociva U 
Miru Bozjem / Jelena PAVICIC / 1916-1980 / 
Spomenik Podigli / Suprug Mile / Sinovi Danijel I 
Stipe 
New K 5 PAVICIC Jelena Ovdje Pocivaju U Miru Bozjem / PAVICIC / 
Jelena / 1916-1980 / Mile / 1914-2005
New K 6 PAVICIC Mile Ovdje Pocivaju U Miru Bozjem / PAVICIC / 
Jelena / 1916-1980 / Mile / 1914-2005
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New K 7 HOFFMAN John A. John A. / 1896-1977 / Mary P. / 1907-1994 / 
HOFFMAN 
New K 8 HOFFMAN Mary P. John A. / 1896-1977 / Mary P. / 1907-1994 / 
HOFFMAN 
New K 9 TIRK George George TIRK / In Loving Memory / 1925-1977
New K 10 TIRK Caroline Caroline TIRK / In Loving Memory / 1927-1989
New K 14 HUBER Anna Peace To Our Gentle Soul / Huber / Anna / 1929-
2006
New K 16 HOFFMAN Margaret I. HOFFMAN / Alfred J. / 1912-1983 / Margaret I. / 
1916-2007
New K 17 HOFFMAN Alfred J. HOFFMAN / Alfred J. / 1912-1983 / Margaret I. / 
1916-2007
New K 18 DICKIE Dorothy E. DICKIE / In Loving Memory / Dorothy E. / 1928-
1984
New K 19 TURK Magnus In Loving / Memory / Magnus TURK / 1937-1984
New K 20 TURK Edmund In Loving / Memory / Edmund / 1911-1989 / 
Theresa / 1914-1996 / TURK
New K 21 TURK Theresa In Loving / Memory / Edmund / 1911-1989 / 
Theresa / 1914-1996 / TURK
New K 22 NOSAN Germaine M. NOSAN / Joseph / 1917-1999 / Germaine M. / 
1922-  /
New K 22 NOSAN Joseph NOSAN / Joseph / 1917-1999 / Germaine M. / 
1922-  /
New K 23 SZESZKO Sergiusz In Loving Memory Of / SZESZKO / Sergiusz / 
1911-1984
New K 24 BELANGER Joseph H. Joseph H. BELANGER / Gunner / R.C.A. / 29 
Apr 1984 - Age 62
New K 25 SADLER Anton SADLER / Anton / 1906-1984 / Margaret / 1914-
1998
New K 25 SADLER Margaret SADLER / Anton / 1906-1984 / Margaret / 1914-
1998
New K 26 RIVARD Elizabeth In Loving / Memory / RIVARD / Peter A. / 1911-
1984 / Elizabeth / 1911-1990
New K 26 RIVARD Peter A. In Loving / Memory / RIVARD / Peter A. / 1911-
1984 / Elizabeth / 1911-1990
New K 27 CHMILAR Eva [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1996
New K 27 CHMILAR Harry G. In Loving Memory of / Harry G. CHMILAR / 1909-
1984
New L 5 SENGER Katherine Katherine SENGER / 1903-1985
New L 6 QUEBEC Albertine Wife and Loving Mother / Albertine QUEBEC / 
Passed Away March 1, 1979 / Jesus Said, I Am 
The Resurrection and the Life, / They Who 
Believe In Me, Though They Are Dead, / Yet 
Shall They Live.
New L 7 VOLK Vincent Asleep in / Peace / Vincent VOLK / 1904-1990 / 
Loving Husband & Father
New L 8 VOLK Selma Asleep in / Peace / Selma VOLK / 1909-1979 / 
Loving Wife & Mother
New L 9 JASCHINSKY Eva In Loving Memory / Joseph / 1916-1978 / Eva / 
1927-  / JASCHINSKY
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New L 9 JASCHINSKY Joseph In Loving Memory / Joseph / 1916-1978 / Eva / 
1927-  / JASCHINSKY
New L 11 BLANCHETTE George BLANCHETTE, George / 1903-1978 / Florida / 
1913-1999 / Into Thy Hands O Lord / Mariette T. 
/ 1933-1997
New L 11 BLANCHETTE Mariette T. BLANCHETTE, George / 1903-1978 / Florida / 
1913-1999 / Into Thy Hands O Lord / Mariette T. 
/ 1933-1997
New L 12 BLANCHETTE Florida BLANCHETTE / George / 1903-1978 / Florida / 
1913-1999 / Into Thy Hands O Lord / Mariette T. 
/ 1933-1997
New L 13 DAPAVO David M. In Loving / Memory / David M. DAPAVO / 1902-
1978
New L 13 DAPAVO Rose Mary [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2002]
New L 16 CORNISH Peter J. Peter J. CORNISH / 37331, V 47363, 6223-E, 
Sgt. / R.C.N. R.C.A.F. / 1925-1984 / Lest We 
Forget
New L 17 KROSCHINSKY Joseph Joseph KROSCHINSKY / 1909-1991 / Together 
Forever / Elizabeth KROSCHINSKY / 1910-1984 
New L 18 KROSCHINSKY Elizabeth Joseph KROSCHINSKY / 1909-1991 / Together 
Forever / Elizabeth KROSCHINSKY / 1910-1984 
New L 18 KROSCHINSKY Laddie Laddie / KROSCHINSKY / 1931-1998 / Forever / 
Loved 
New L 19 VOGELGESANG Rudolf In Loving Memory Of / Rudolf / VOGELGESANG 
/ 1896-1984
New L 20 SAHLI Johannes In Loving / Memory / SAHLI / Johannes / 1907-
1984 / Margareta / 1913-2009
New L 20 SAHLI Margareta In Loving / Memory / SAHLI / Johannes / 1907-
1984 / Margareta / 1913-2009
New L 21 HORN Anne HORN / Dad / Cecil / 1912-1984 / Mom / Anne / 
1914-2005 / Together Forever With Jesus
New L 21 HORN Cecil HORN / Dad / Cecil / 1912-1984 / Mom / Anne / 
1914-2005 / Together Forever With Jesus
New L 22 REDL Norma B. REDL / Randall C. / 1961-1995 / Loving son & 
brother / Norma B. /  / Loving wife & mother
New L 22 REDL R. Denis In Loving Memory of / R. Denis / REDL / 1935-
1984 / Dad
New L 22 REDL Randall C. REDL / Randall C. / 1961-1995 / Loving son & 
brother / Norma B. /  / Loving wife & mother
New L 23 HANOWSKI Margaret HANOWSKI / In Loving Memory Of / Zack / 
1907-1985 / Margaret / 1913-  /
New L 23 HANOWSKI Zack HANOWSKI / In Loving Memory Of / Zack / 
1907-1985 / Margaret / 1913-  /
New L 24 BURANITS Frank BURANITS / We Will Meet Again / Frank / 1918-
1985 / Johanna / 1921-2005
New L 24 BURANITS Johanna BURANITS / We Will Meet Again / Frank / 1918-
1985 / Johanna / 1921-2005
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New L 25 NEIGUM Joseph NEIGUM / 1890 Joseph 1985 / 1901 Rose E. 
1990 / To Live In Hearts Of Those / We Love Is 
Not To Die
New L 25 NEIGUM Rose E. NEIGUM / 1890 Joseph 1985 / 1901 Rose E. 
1990 / To Live In Hearts Of Those / We Love Is 
Not To Die
New L 26 OTTENBREIT John OTTENBREIT / John / 1919-1991 / Julia / 1920-
1985 / Gone But Not Forgotten
New L 26 OTTENBREIT Julia OTTENBREIT / John / 1919-1991 / Julia / 1920-
1985 / Gone But Not Forgotten
New L 27 BELANGER Gaëtan R. BELANGER / Gaëtan R. / 1916-1987 / Noëlla D. 
/ 1919-  /
New L 27 BELANGER Noëlla D. BELANGER / Gaëtan R. / 1916-1987 / Noëlla D. 
/ 1919-  /
New L 28 De ROSE Stella Lydia In Loving / Memory / De ROSE / Stella Lydia / 
1922-1992
New M 5 SELAGI Rhoda E. Stephen J. / 1908-1980 / Rhoda E. / 1919-  / 
SELAGI
New M 5 SELAGI Stephen J. Stephen J. / 1908-1980 / Rhoda E. / 1919-  / 
SELAGI
New M 7 LINGOR Adam LINGOR / Adam / 1891-1992 / Eva / 1900-1981
New M 8 LINGOR Eva LINGOR / Adam / 1891-1992 / Eva / 1900-1981
New M 9 FONTAINE Douglais Denis FONTAINE / Our Loved One / Douglais Denis / 
1958-1980 / Until We Meet Again
New M 10 HOLITZKI Frank G. HOLITZKI / In Loving Memory / Frank G. / 1905-
1980 / Mary / 1911-1991
New M 11 HOLITZKI Mary HOLITZKI / In Loving Memory / Frank G. / 1905-
1980 / Mary / 1911-1991
New M 12 PERROT Frieda PERROT / In Loving Memory of / Gerry / 1925-
1979 / Frieda / 1928-  / Ever Remembered, Ever 
Loved
New M 12 PERROT Gerry PERROT / In Loving Memory of / Gerry / 1925-
1979 / Frieda / 1928-  / Ever Remembered, Ever 
Loved
New M 14 DESNOYER Eugene In Loving Memory / Eugene DESNOYER / 1898-
1979 [St. Theresa records: DESNOYERS]
New M 15 DESNOYERS Catherine In Loving Memory / Catherine DESNOYERS / 
1897-1991
New M 16 COSTA Louis Together Forever / COSTA / Louis / 1900-1986 / 
Anna / 1909-1984
New M 17 COSTA Anna Together / Forever / COSTA / Louis / 1900-1986 
/ Anna / 1909-1984
New M 18 KRONEWITT Frances Loving Wife / Frances KRONEWITT / 1905-1985 
/ In Loving / Memory
New M 19 VAN DER GULIK Dirk Rust In Vrede Lieve Ouders / VAN DER GULIK / 
Marie / Born Vlaar / 1902-1985 / Dirk / 1902-
1987 / Rest In Peace Dear Parents
New M 19 VAN DER GULIK Marie Rust In Vrede Lieve Ouders / VAN DER GULIK / 
Marie / Born Vlaar / 1902-1985 / Dirk / 1902-
1987 / Rest In Peace Dear Parents
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New M 19 VLAAR Marie Rust In Vrede Lieve Ouders / VAN DER GULIK / 
Marie / Born Vlaar / 1902-1985 / Dirk / 1902-
1987 / Rest In Peace Dear Parents
New M 20 SCHUHMACHER Elsa Hier Ruht In Gott / SCHUHMACHER / 1908 Elsa 
1985 / In Loving Memory
New M 21 OUWENDYK John John / 1932-1985 / OUWENDYK
New M 22 SIMLA Walter SIMLA / Walter / 1923-1985 / Together / Forever
New M 23 KARL Heinrich Hier Ruht In Frieden / KARL / 1925 Heinrich 
1986 [St. Theresa Cemetery records: Karl 
HEINRICH]
New M 24 TIBBEY Henry G. TIBBEY / Henry G. / 1921-1997 / Wilhelmina C. / 
1901-1986 
New M 24 TIBBEY Wilhelmina C. TIBBEY / Henry G. / 1921-1997 / Wilhelmina C. / 
1901-1986 
New M 25 KRAFT George In Loving Memory / George KRAFT / 1909-1986 
/ Rest in Peace
New M 26 ZIMMER Sophie Ann ZIMMER / Sophie Ann / 1909-1986 / Life's Work 
Well Done
New M 27 ALMOND Launie FISHER / Bob / 1963-1986 / Launie (Almond) / 
1964-1986 / Those We Love Never Die
New M 27 FISHER Bob FISHER / Bob / 1963-1986 / Launie (Almond) / 
1964-1986 / Those We Love Never Die
New M 27 FISHER Launie FISHER / Bob / 1963-1986 / Launie (Almond) / 
1964-1986 / Those We Love Never Die
New M 28 PFLIGER Anton Anton PFLIGER / 1911-1986 / Beloved / 
Husband and Father / Rest In Peace
New M 28 PFLIGER Katherine Katherine / PFLIGER / 1915-2004 / Beloved 
Wife and Mother / Rest In Peace
New N 5 HAYDIN Andrew In Loving Memory of / Andrew HAYDIN / 1900-
1982 / Gone But Not Forgotten
New N 6 HAYDIN Katherine In Loving Memory Of / Katherine / HAYDIN / 
1917-2001 / Rest in Peace
New N 8 DELEURME Angele Treasured Memories Of / Our Beloved Mother / 
Angele DELEURME (Née MONNEY) / Sept. 22, 
1911 - July 19, 1981 / We Will Never Forget You
New N 8 MONNEY Angele Treasured Memories Of Our / Beloved Mother / 
Angele DELEURME (Nee MONNEY) / Sept. 22, 
1911 - July 1981 / We Will Never Forget You
New N 9 FONTAINE Gilbert Girard FONTAINE / Our Loved One / Gilbert Girard / 
1926-1980 / Until We Meet Again
New N 10 WASMAN Joseph L. WASMAN / Joseph L. / 1907-2002 / Eva Marie / 
1907-1993
New N 11 WASMAN Eva Marie WASMAN / Joseph L. / 1907-2002 / Eva Marie / 
1907-1993
New N 12 LEROUX Guy [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1985]
New N 12 LEROUX Urgel Ovila LEROUX / Urgel Ovila / 1913-1981 / Our Father 
/ Who Art / In Heaven / He Was Beloved By God 
& Man
New N 14 BACHMANN Josef Josef / 1901-1981 / Theresia / 1904-1997 / 
BACHMANN / Rest In Peace
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New N 15 BACHMANN Theresia Josef / 1901-1981 / Theresia / 1904-1997 / 
BACHMANN / Rest In Peace
New N 16 MEIER Agnes Barbara MEIER / Agnes Barbara / 1945-1986 / Never Will 
Your Memory Fade
New N 17 RIEGER Barbara M. RIEGER / John G. / 1890-1986 / Barbara M. / 
1895-1990 / May They Rest In Peace
New N 17 RIEGER John G. RIEGER / John G. / 1890-1986 / Barbara M. / 
1895-1990 / May They Rest In Peace
New N 18 RABY Arthur J. RABY / Arthur J. / 1924-1993 / Therese F. / 1930-
1986 / Together / Forever
New N 18 RABY Therese F. RABY / Arthur J. / 1924-1993 / Therese F. / 1930-
1986 / Together / Forever
New N 19 COLLEAUX Edward Edward COLLEAUX / 1908-1989
New N 19 GAUTHIER François François / 1900-1987 / Gilberte / 1904-1995 / 
GAUTHIER
New N 19 GAUTHIER Gilberte François / 1900-1987 / Gilberte / 1904-1995 / 
GAUTHIER
New N 20 BOURGEOIS Mary BOURGEOIS / Mary / 1901-1987 / LUTZ / 
Marguerite / 1928-2001
New N 20 LUTZ Marguerite BOURGEOIS Mary / 1901-1987 / LUTZ / 
Marguerite / 1928-2001
New N 21 ROSSI Jack P. Jack P. ROSSI / 1903-1987
New N 22 LARMAND Denis J. LARMAND / Norman P. / 1910-1987 / Jeannette 
M. / 1913-1996 / Denis J. / 1939-2004
New N 22 LARMAND Jeannette LARMAND / Norman P. / 1910-1987 / Jeannette 
M. / 1913-1996 / Denis J. / 1939-2004
New N 22 LARMAND Norman P. LARMAND / Norman P. / 1910-1987 / Jeannette 
M. / 1913-1996 / Denis J. / 1939-2004
New N 23 ZENTNER Rosa ZENTNER, Stefan / 1904-1987 / Rosa / 1905-
1992
New N 23 ZENTNER Stefan ZENTNER, Stefan / 1904-1987 / Rosa / 1905-
1992
New N 24 WEBB Shirley Ann WEBB / Shirley Ann / 1940-1987
New N 25 LACHANCE Frieda LACHANCE / Frieda / 1920-2001 / Together 
Again
New N 25 LACHANCE Joseph LACHANCE / Till We Meet Again / Joseph / 
1907-1987
New N 26 TITANICH Sally TITANICH / Sally / 1947-1988 / In Loving / 
Memory
New N 27 FLEGEL John FLEGEL / John / 1922-  / Martha / 1923-1993
New N 27 FLEGEL Martha FLEGEL / John / 1922-  / Martha / 1923-1993
New O 5 BULLACH Andrew BULLACH / In Loving Memory / Andrew / 1903-
1997 / Franziska / 1904-1981
New O 6 BULLACH Franziska BULLACH / In Loving Memory / Andrew / 1903-
1997 / Franziska / 1904-1981
New O 7 LIPKOVICS Joseph LIPKOVICS / Joseph / 1907-1997 / Irma / 1908-
2003 / Rest in Peace
New O 8 LIPKOVICS Irma LIPKOVICS / Joseph / 1907-1997 / Irma / 1908-
2003 / Rest in Peace
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New O 9 STRLE Ana In Loving Memory / of / Ana JURKIC (STRLE) / 
1906-1982
New O 11 LeGUILLOUX Bert [Andrew 
Marcel]
In Loving Memory / Bert LeGUILLOUX / 1917-
1982 [St. Theresa Cemetery records: Andrew 
Marcel LeGUILLOUX]
New O 13 HANCOCK Mary Mary HANCOCK / 1905-1992 / Our Loved One, / 
Forever with the Lord
New O 14 GOLETSKI Frank C. GOLETSKI / In Loving Memory Of / Frank C. / 
1913-1997 
New O 16 KLEIN Berta KLEIN / In Loving Memory Of / 1904 Bruno A. 
1987 / 1915 Berta 2002
New O 16 KLEIN Bruno A. KLEIN / In Loving Memory Of / 1904 Bruno A. 
1987 / 1915 Berta 2002
New O 17 LUKNOWSKY Leo LUKNOWSKY / Leo / 1923-1991 / Margaret / 
1931-2002 / For Love Knows No End
New O 17 LUKNOWSKY Margaret LUKNOWSKY / Leo / 1923-1991 / Margaret / 
1931-2002 / For Love Knows No End
New O 18 BUNZ Helen Father / Henry / 1918-2010 / Mother / Helen / 
1921-  / BUNZ / Resting In God's Arms
New O 18 BUNZ Henry Father / Henry / 1918-2010 / Mother / Helen / 
1921-  / BUNZ / Resting In God's Arms
New O 19 GROSJEAN Fern GROSJEAN / Fern / 1915-1988 / In Loving 
Memory
New O 20 ZERR Magdalina ZERR / 1926 Peter 1988 / 1931 Magdalina 2006 
/ In Loving Memory
New O 20 ZERR Peter ZERR / 1926 Peter 1988 / 1931 Magdalina 2006 
/ In Loving Memory
New O 21 BAXTER Howard BAXTER / Howard / Aug. 23, 1907 / Oct. 1, 1988 
/ Marie / Mar. 1, 1908 / Oct. 30, 2003 / In Thee, 
O Lord, Have I Put My Trust
New O 21 BAXTER Marie BAXTER / Howard / Aug. 23, 1907 / Oct. 1, 1988 
/ Marie / Mar. 1, 1908 / Oct. 30, 2003 / In Thee, 
O Lord, Have I Put My Trust
New O 22 MOYAN Peggy [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] ]Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: P. MOYAN / Peggy] [St. 
Theresa Cemetery records: Peggy Anna Moyan 
died 1988]
New O 23 McKELVY Rose Kathleen McKELVY / Rose Kathleen / 1916-1988 / Jesus, 
Mary and Joseph / Be With Me On My Way 
New O 24 SADLER James Peter 
Martin
SADLER / In Loving Memory Of / James Peter 
Martin / 1940-1988
New O 25 BERES Helen M. BERES / In Loving Memory Of / John R. / 1906-
1988 / Helen M. / 1911-1989
New O 25 BERES John R. BERES / In Loving Memory Of / John R. / 1906-
1988 / Helen M. / 1911-1989
New O 26 DELLA SIEGA Oreste [Transcribed by KDGS c1986 as: ORESTE / 
1923-1988 / Della Siega]
New O 27 BERES Arthur Robert In Loving Memory Of / Arthur Robert BERES / 
1952-1990 / He Lives In Our Hearts Forever
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New O 28 BLASKO Julius BLASKO / Julius / 1935-1991 / Forever With The 
Lord
New P 5 OSTROMAN Dominica (Mimi) Forever In Our Hearts / OSTROMAN / Le Voci e  
Canzoni / Degli Angeli / "Miro" / Zvonimir / Dec. 
8, 1927 / Aug. 1, 2000 / "Mimi" / Dominica / Feb. 
15, 1929 -  /
New P 5 OSTROMAN Zvonimir (Miro) Forever In Our Hearts / OSTROMAN / Le Voci e  
Canzoni / Degli Angeli / "Miro" / Zvonimir / Dec. 
8, 1927 / Aug. 1, 2000 / "Mimi" / Dominica / Feb. 
15, 1929 -  /
New P 6 PALY Sally J. Good Night Mother / Rest With The Angels / 
Sally J. PALY 'WILLMOTT' / 1911-1989
New P 6 WILLMOTT Sally J. Good Night Mother / Rest With The Angels / 
Sally J. PALY 'WILLMOTT' / 1911-1989
New P 7 CREMER Irma CREMER / Unsere Liebe Mutter / 1896 Irma 
1990 / Geliebt Und Unvergessen
New P 8 MAGDIC Elizabeth In Loving Memory / Elizabeth MAGDIC / 1914-
1990
New P 9 LUES Joseph H. In Loving Memory Of / Our Dad / Joseph H. 
LUES / July 8, 1911 - Sept. 3, 1990 / Rest in 
Peace
New P 10 LUES Mary A. In Loving Memory Of / Our Mom / Mary A. LUES 
/ Jan. 18, 1919 - June 29, 2009 / Rest In Peace
New P 11 NEVORAL Victor [KDGS 2007: Marker information on a wooden 
cross: Victor / NEVORAL / 1948-2003 ]
New P 12 NEVORAL Aleksander [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2003]
New P 12 NEVORAL Milka To Mom / Milka NEVORAL / With Love [KDGS 
2011: Marker is a plaque resting loose on grave]
New P 13 SZELA Antoni SZELA / Antoni / 1924-2011 / Janine / 1925-  / In 
Jesus Christ / Our Soul Rests
New P 14 SZELA Janine SZELA / Antoni / 1924-2011 / Janine / 1925-  / In 
Jesus Christ / Our Soul Rests
New P 15 STEARNS Beth Loved Always / Ever Remembered / Beth 
STEARNS / Beloved Wife, / Mom, Grandma / 
1929-1993
New P 16 SCHNEIDER Paul SCHNEIDER / Paul / 1918-2006 / Rose / 1918-
2006 / In Loving Memory
New P 16 SCHNEIDER Rose SCHNEIDER / Paul / 1918-2006 / Rose / 1918-
2006 / In Loving Memory
New P 17 SCHNEIDER Peter SCHNEIDER / Peter / 1920-1990 / Sophie / 1917-
1997 / Always Loved And Remembered
New P 17 SCHNEIDER Sophie SCHNEIDER / Peter / 1920-1990 / Sophie / 1917-
1997 / Always Loved And Remembered
New P 18 SCHNEIDER Anton Anton / SCHNEIDER / 1911-1995 / Rest In 
Peace
New P 19 METTLEWSKY Adeline M. Together / Forever / John E. / 1911-1988 / 
Adeline M. / 1915-1994 / METTLEWSKY
New P 19 METTLEWSKY John E. Together / Forever / John E. / 1911-1988 / 
Adeline M. / 1915-1994 / METTLEWSKY
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New P 19 METTLEWSKY Lawrence John In Loving Memory / Lawrence John / 
METTLEWSKY / Aug. 4, 1946 / Nov. 28, 2007
New P 20 KUZIW Agnes M. In Loving Memory / KUZIW / Agnes M. / 1916-
1989 / Morris / 1911-2010 / Truly Loved and 
Deeply Missed / Gone But Not Forgotten
New P 21 KUZIW Morris In Loving Memory / KUZIW / Agnes M. / 1916-
1989 / Morris / 1911-2010 / Truly Loved and 
Deeply Missed / Gone But Not Forgotten
New P 22 LUKITS Anna LUKITS / Anna / Born: / Petőháza, Hungary, / 
February 27, 1920 / Died: / October 30, 1989 / 
Steve / Born: / Fertőszentmiklos, Hungary, / 
June 15, 1912 / Died: / October 30, 1989 / Nem 
Ez A Búcsú Végsző
New P 22 LUKITS Steve LUKITS / Anna / Born: / Petőháza, Hungary, / 
February 27, 1920 / Died: / October 30, 1989 / 
Steve / Born: / Fertőszentmiklos, Hungary, / 
June 15, 1912 / Died: / October 30, 1989 / Nem 
Ez A Búcsú Végsző
New P 23 BACH Anna Rose BACH / Paul / 1908-1991 / Anna Rose / 1910-
1995 / Our Loved Ones
New P 23 BACH Paul BACH / Paul / 1908-1991 / Anna Rose / 1910-
1995 / Our Loved Ones
New P 24 LESKO George LESKO / In Loving Memory / George / Jan. 21, 
1909 / May 27, 1997 / Juliana / Nov. 20, 1913 / 
Nov. 26, 1997
New P 24 LESKO Juliana LESKO / In Loving Memory / George / Jan. 21, 
1909 / May 27, 1997 / Juliana / Nov. 20, 1913 / 
Nov. 26, 1997
New P 25 BARRY William C. William C. BARRY / Private / R.C.A. / 13 Nov. 
1989 Age 85
New P 26 RUSKOWSKY Frank William I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes To The Hills / Frank 
William RUSKOWSKY / 1925-1990
New P 26 RUSKOWSKY Lionel Peter RUSKOWSKY / Lionel Peter / 1931-2006 / Rest 
In Peace / The Best Is Yet To Come 
New P 27 BARANOWSKI Gottfried BARANOWSKI / In Loving Memory / 1913 Ilse 
1990 / 1915 Gottfried 2000
New P 27 BARANOWSKI Ilse BARANOWSKI / In Loving Memory / 1913 Ilse 
1990 / 1915 Gottfried 2000
New P 28 ZERR Lucy L. In Loving Memory / Lucy L. Zerr / 1912-1991
New Q 4 STOLTZ Anna Marie In loving memory of / Anna Marie STOLTZ / Apr. 
17 / 1910 / Mar. 24 / 2006  
New Q 5 STOLTZ Phyllis In loving memory of / our beloved sister / Phyllis 
STOLTZ / Feb. 3, 1930 / May 10, 1994 
New Q 7 LE Mrs. Hao Van [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1992]
New Q 8 LE Hao V. LE / In Loving Memory Of / Hao V. / 1940-1994 / 
Husband, Father, / and Friend
New Q 9 UZELMAN Joseph A. UZELMAN / Together Forever / Joseph A. / 1909-
1998 / Katherine O. / 1922-1994
New Q 10 UZELMAN Katherine O. UZELMAN / Together Forever / Joseph A. / 1909-
1998 / Katherine O. / 1922-1994
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New Q 11 IRWIN Hector L. Hector L. / 1916-1999 / In God's / Loving Care / 
Louise A. / 1921-2006 / IRWIN
New Q 11 IRWIN Louise A. Hector L. / 1916-1999 / In God's / Loving Care / 
Louise A. / 1921-2006 / IRWIN
New Q 12 SALI Anne SALI / Ray / 1928-1997 / Anne / 1933-  / 
Together / Forever
New Q 12 SALI Ray SALI / Ray / 1928-1997 / Anne / 1933-  / 
Together / Forever
New Q 13 ZDOBYLAK Kazimierz ZDOBYLAK / Kazimierz / 1919-2002 / Maria / 
1922-  / Forever With The Lord 
New Q 13 ZDOBYLAK Maria ZDOBYLAK / Kazimierz / 1919-2002 / Maria / 
1922-  / Forever With The Lord 
New Q 14 LACHANCE Joseph L. Joseph L. LACHANCE / Lieutenant Corporal / 
RCE / 30 May 1997  Age 81
New Q 15 SILBERNAGEL Mary Anna Michael / 1909-2003 / In God's / Loving Care / 
Mary Anna / 1911-1999 / SILBERNAGEL / 
Together Forever
New Q 15 SILBERNAGEL Michael Michael / 1909-2003 / In God's / Loving Care / 
Mary Anna / 1911-1999 / SILBERNAGEL / 
Together Forever
New Q 16 ZARR Wendel J. ZARR / Wendel J. / Oct. 16, 1925 / Apr. 16, 1990 
/ A Loving Husband / And Father [Knights of 
Columbus Insignia]
New Q 17 BROWER R. Lorraine Those We Love Never Die / BROWER / R. 
Lorraine / 2004
New Q 18 METTLEWSKY Vincent L. METTLEWSKY / Vincent L. / 1909-1992 / 
Winnie J. / 1911-2007 / Eternal Rest Grant Unto 
Thee
New Q 18 METTLEWSKY Winnie J. METTLEWSKY / Vincent L. / 1909-1992 / 
Winnie J. / 1911-2007 / Eternal Rest Grant Unto 
Thee
New Q 19 RIEGER Joseph RIEGER / Forever With The Lord / Joseph / 
1912-1997 / Julia / 1917-2008  
New Q 19 RIEGER Julia RIEGER / Forever With The Lord / Joseph 1912-
1997 / Julia / 1917-2008  
New Q 20 DELEURME Edith Edith DELEURME / 1956-1990 / Forever Young
New Q 21 McKELVY Kenneth Lawrence McKELVY / Kenneth Lawrence / 1914-1990 / 
The Lord Is My Shepherd
New Q 22 LEPARGNEUX Gordon A. In Loving Memory Of / LEPARGNEUX / 1927 
Gordon A. 1999 / 1919 Margaret D. 2004 / Rest 
In Peace
New Q 22 LEPARGNEUX Margaret D. In Loving Memory Of / LEPARGNEUX / 1927 
Gordon A. 1999 / 1919 Margaret D. 2004 / Rest 
In Peace
New Q 25 PARECE Artur H. PARECE / Artur H. / 1924-1991
New Q 26 PASHLEY Olga Olga / PASHLEY / TOKEVICH / 1920-2007 / The 
Lord is My Shepherd
New Q 26 TOKEVICH Olga Olga / PASHLEY / TOKEVICH / 1920-2007 / The 
Lord is My Shepherd
New Q 27 BECKER William William BECKER / Trooper / Three Rivers Regt. 
/ 30 March 1994  Age 73
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New Q 28 ROSOKAWATY Alec In Loving Memory / Alec ROSOKAWATY / 1918-
1994 / Beloved Brother And Friend
New R 4 FONTOURA Ermezinda FONTOURA / Ermezinda / 1940-2009 / In 
Loving Memory
New R 5 FONTOURA Arlindo FONTOURA / Matilde / 1925-  / Arlindo / 1926-  / 
Together / Forever
New R 5 FONTOURA Matilde FONTOURA / Matilde / 1925-  / Arlindo / 1926-  / 
Together / Forever
New R 6 POLILLO Antonio POLILLO / Antonio / 1928-2003 / Michelina / 
1928-  / Sempre nel nostre cuore
New R 6 POLILLO Michelina POLILLO / Antonio / 1928-2003 / Michelina / 
1928-  / Sempre nel nostre cuore
New R 7 BANDALO Ivan BANDALO / 1936-2001 / Ivan / Forever With 
The Lord
New R 8 FETH Steve Together Forever / Steve FETH / 1941-2003
New R 9 REGAN Tyrell Tyrell / REGAN / Sept. 20, 1981 / Sept. 26, 1997 
/ Beloved Son And Friend /   [Photo] (Inscription 
on left side) /  My Friend And Yours / To Some 
He Was a Saint / To Us He Was A Friend / The 
Love He Gave Each Day / He Gave Us Til The 
End / He Lived His Life To The Full / And Filled 
All Ours With The Light / He Remains In All Our 
Souls / As He Watches Over Us Each Night / 
And Though Our Paths Must Part / And Away His 
Spirit Soars / He Remains In All Our Hearts / My 
True Friend And Yours / Until We Meet Again 
Ty, / Your Loving Family And Friends
New R 10 VANDERHEYDEN Adrian VANDERHEYDEN / Johanna M. / 1922-1997 / 
Adrian / 1921-2009
New R 10 VANDERHEYDEN Johanna M. VANDERHEYDEN / Johanna M. / 1922-1997 / 
Adrian / 1921-2009
New R 12 BLACKBURN John Edmund [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1997]
New R 13 BOSER Donatus BOSER / Donatus / 1916-1997 / Magdelene / 
1917-1998 / Forever Loved
New R 13 BOSER Magdelene BOSER / Donatus / 1916-1997 / Magdelene / 
1917-1998 / Forever Loved
New R 14 DUFFY Dermot Together Forever / DUFFY / Dermot / 1925-1997 
/ Philomena / 1927-2005
New R 14 DUFFY Philomena Together Forever / DUFFY / Dermot / 1925-1997 
/ Philomena / 1927-2005
New R 16 GRETZINGER Dick GRETZINGER / 1908 Dick 1992 / 1921 Rose 
1993 / Always Loved and Remembered / 
Beloved Parents of / Wayne, Carol, Dona, Eric / 
Come Holy Spirit   Lead Them Home
New R 16 GRETZINGER Rose GRETZINGER / 1908 Dick 1992 / 1921 Rose 
1993 / Always Loved and Remembered / 
Beloved Parents of / Wayne, Carol, Dona, Eric / 
Come Holy Spirit   Lead Them Home
New R 17 RIEGER Adam RIEGER / Adam / 1924-1996
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New R 18 BUNDSCHUH Clara M. BUNDSCHUH / Eugene A. / 1922-1996 / Clara 
M. 1923-  / Forever With The Lord
New R 18 BUNDSCHUH Eugene A. BUNDSCHUH / Eugene A. / 1922-1996 / Clara 
M. 1923-  / Forever With The Lord
New R 19 RIEGER Edward RIEGER / Edward / 1920-1993 / Elsie / 1923-
1992 / Forever With The Lord
New R 19 RIEGER Elsie RIEGER / Edward / 1920-1993 / Elsie / 1923-
1992 / Forever With The Lord
New R 20 KORBA Peter KORBA / In Loving Memory Of / Peter / 1906-
1993 / Rose / 1909-1996
New R 20 KORBA Rose KORBA / In Loving Memory Of / Peter / 1906-
1993 / Rose / 1909-1996
New R 21 MERTION Agnes Elizabeth In Memory Of Our Beloved / Father / Edward 
Jerome / Dec. 12, / 1914 / June 5, / 1993 / 
Mother / Agnes Elizabeth / Oct. 6, / 1912 -   / 
MERTION
New R 21 MERTION Edward Jerome In Memory Of Our Beloved / Father / Edward 
Jerome / Dec. 12, / 1914 / June 5, / 1993 / 
Mother / Agnes Elizabeth / Oct. 6, / 1912 -   / 
MERTION
New R 22 JENKINS Stewart JENKINS / Stewart / 1902-1997 / Theresa / 1902-
1993
New R 22 JENKINS Theresa JENKINS / Stewart / 1902-1997 / Theresa / 1902-
1993
New R 23 AFONSO Antonio In Loving Memory / AFONSO / Antonio / 1939-
1993 / Husband and Father / Teresa /  / Wife and 
Mother
New R 23 AFONSO Teresa In Loving Memory / AFONSO / Antonio / 1939-
1993 / Husband and Father / Teresa /  / Wife and 
Mother
New R 25 AMBROSIO Isabel Together Forever / AMBROSIO / Manuel / 1911-
2008 / Isabel / 1913-2008
New R 25 AMBROSIO Manuel Together Forever / AMBROSIO / Manuel / 1911-
2008 / Isabel / 1913-2008
New R 26 HAGEL Emmanuel A. HAGEL / Emmanuel A. / 1914-1994 / Martha / 
1921-2006 / Eternal Rest Grant Unto Thee
New R 26 HAGEL Martha HAGEL / Emmanuel A. / 1914-1994 / Martha / 
1921-2006 / Eternal Rest Grant Unto Thee
New R 28 USSELMAN John USSELMAN / John / 1911-2000 / Katherine / 
1908-  / Together / Forever
New R 28 USSELMAN Katherine USSELMAN / John / 1911-2000 / Katherine / 
1908-  / Together / Forever
New S 5 HOFFMAN Raymond J. Raymond J. HOFFMAN / 1931-2006 / Loving 
Father / Forever In Our Hearts
New S 6 ACKERMAN Mary ACKERMAN / In Loving Memory / Minard / 1913-
2005 / Mary / 1915-2004
New S 6 ACKERMAN Minard ACKERMAN / In Loving Memory / Minard / 1913-
2005 / Mary / 1915-2004
New S 7 HOPKINS Carolina HOPKINS / Carolina / Feb. 2, 1955 ~ Sept. 11, 
2006 / Beloved Mother, Daughter, Sister
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New S 9 HOGUE Jean J. In Loving Memory Of / HOGUE / 1937 Jean J. 
2003
New S 10 HUBBARD Anita HUBBARD / In Loving Memory / 1929 Anita 
2007
New S 11 HUBBARD Debra Ann HUBBARD / Debra Ann / 1954-2007 / In Loving 
Memory
New S 14 FREY Annie H. FREY / George J. / 1930-2002 / Annie H. / 1936-  
/
New S 14 FREY George J. FREY / George J. / 1930-2002 / Annie H. / 1936-  
/
New S 16 DEGEN Trudy DEGEN / William G. / 1918-1995 / Trudy / 1919-
2007 / Our loved ones   Rest in peace
New S 16 DEGEN William G. DEGEN / William G. / 1918-1995 / Trudy / 1919-
2007 / Our loved ones   Rest in peace
New S 17 LEIBEL Rita Christina [This marker has been replaced. Marker 
transcribed by KDGS in 2007 as: In Loving 
Memory / Rita Christina / LEIBEL / 1931-1995]
New S 17 LEIBEL Leonard In Memory Of Our Parents / LEIBEL / Leonard / 
1925-2009 / Rita / 1931-1995 / Always Loved ~ 
Never Forgotten
New S 17 LEIBEL Rita In Memory Of Our Parents / LEIBEL / Leonard / 
1925-2009 / Rita / 1931-1995 / Always Loved ~ 
Never Forgotten
New S 18 DUTZEK Carl [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1995]
New S 19 KASCHMA Merlin Together Forever / KASCHMA / Merlin / 1922-
2000
New S 21 HUSCH Ann HUSCH / In Loving Memory Of / Joseph / 1905-
1995 / Ann / 1913-1994
New S 21 HUSCH Joseph HUSCH / In Loving Memory Of / Joseph / 1905-
1995 / Ann / 1913-1994
New S 22 LEMIRE Rock A. LEMIRE / In Loving Memory Of / Rock A. / 1920-
1995
New S 22 HIEBNER Martha E. Forever In Our Hearts / HIEBNER / Martha E. / 
April 26, 1928 - April 7, 2010 / Mother
New S 23 BUCHNER Edmond J. BUCHNER / Mom / Theresa M. / 1926-1996 / 
Together / Forever / Dad / Edmond J. / 1926-  / 
[Knights of Columbus Insignia]
New S 23 BUCHNER Theresa M. BUCHNER / Mom / Theresa M. / 1926-1996 / 
Together / Forever / Dad / Edmond J. / 1926-  / 
[Knights of Columbus Insignia]
New S 24 KORBA Sandy Sandy KORBA / 1978-2001 / In Eternity's 
Sunrise
New S 25 BRUNDRIDGE Elizabeth BRUNDRIDGE / Father / Leroy A. / 1931-1996 / 
Mother / Elizabeth M. / 1934-  / Loving Memories 
Last Forever
New S 25 BRUNDRIDGE Leroy A. BRUNDRIDGE / Father / Leroy A. / 1931-1996 / 
Mother / Elizabeth M. / 1934-  / Loving Memories 
Last Forever
New S 25 BRUNDRIDGE Trevor William J. BRUNDRIDGE / Trevor William J. / Sept 28, 
1958 - Nov 21, 2004 / Beloved Son and Brother
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New S 26 LUKSIC Katrina In Loving Memory Of / Mother And Grandmother 
/ LUKSIC / Katrina / 1905-1996
New S 27 APPLETON Jeanette APPLETON / Jeanette / 1945-2001 / Forever In 
Our Hearts
New T 16 QUEBEC Beatrice Albertine In Loving Memory / QUEBEC / Beatrice 
Albertine / 1916-2008 / Always Remembered
New T 17 BUSKERMOLEN Petronella BUSKERMOLEN / Hendrikus / 1917-1997 / 
Petronella / 1919-2006 / Eternal Rest Grant Unto 
Thee
New T 18 BUSKERMOLEN Hendrik BUSKERMOLEN / Hendrikus / 1917-1997 / 
Petronella / 1919-2006 / Eternal Rest Grant Unto 
Thee
New T 19 ROSSI Christine Christine / ROSSI / 1911-1999 / always / in our 
hearts
New T 20 FROEHLICH Elizabeth FROEHLICH / Elizabeth / 1902-1999
New T 22 MAYER Ernest MAYER / Ernest / 1909-1998 / Myrtle A. / 1927-  
/ In Loving Memory
New T 24 WONG Kwok Chung WONG / Kwok Chung / 1947-2009
New T 27 DUNIS Mate DUNIS / Forever With The Lord / Mate / 1922-
2004 / Rosa / 1930-  / In Loving Memory Of Our 
Parents & Grandparents
New T 28 NADON-HESK Agnes [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2000]
New T 27 DUNIS Rosa DUNIS / Forever With The Lord / Mate / 1922-
2004 / Rosa / 1930-  / In Loving Memory Of Our 
Parents & Grandparents
New T 22 MAYER Myrtle A. MAYER / Ernest / 1909-1998 / Myrtle A. / 1927-  
/ In Loving Memory
New T 23 de GROOT Johannes de GROOT / Johannes / 1924-2007 / Love You 
Forever
Old 2 FOLLIARD Walter 931717 Private / Walter FOLLIARD / 2ND 
G.M.R. C.E.F. / 30th Nov. 1935 / Born Jan. 6, 
1875 / In Loving Memory
Old 3 FOLLIARD Molly In Loving Memory / Of / Molly FOLLIARD / 
Apr.16, 1883 - Jan. 4, 1936 / At Rest
Old 4 SCHNEIDER Alexander Here Rests in Peace / Alexander / Beloved Son 
of Mr. & Mrs. Joe SCHNEIDER / May 24, 1918 / 
April 13, 1936
Old 5 LINGOR Rachel Rachel LINGOR / Born June 12, 1932 / Died 
Oct. 20, 1936
Old 6 RIEGER Adam RIEGER / Adam / 1909-1937 [BC Vital Stats: 
Adam Rieger died Kelowna 08 June 1937 at age 
28 years]
Old 7 RUNZER Andreas Andreas RUNZER / In Loving Memory / 1884-
1938
Old 8 KLEIN Frank In Loving Memory / Frank KLEIN / 1884-1938
Old 9 BULACH Nicholas Anton BULACH / In Loving Memory Of / Veronica 1899-
1983 / Nicholas Anton / 1897-1938 
Old 9 BULACH Veronica BULACH / In Loving Memory Of / Veronica 1899-
1983 / Nicholas Anton / 1897-1938 
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Old 11 WEISBECK John WEISBECK / In Loving Memory / John / Feb. 3, 
1866 - May 15, 1957 / Katherine E. / 1867-1939 / 
R.I.P.
Old 12 WEISBECK Katherine E. WEISBECK / In Loving Memory / John / Feb. 3, 
1866 - May 15, 1957 / Katherine E. / 1867-1939 / 
R.I.P.
Old 13 SCHALK Theresa In Loving Memory Of Wife And Mother / Theresa 
SCHALK / 1894-1939
Old 14 ZAHN Anna Marie 
Catherine
Anna Marie Catherine ZAHN / 1854-1941
Old 15 SCHWAB Philippine Rose Philippine Rose / SCHWAB / Jul. 21, 1918 - Oct. 
16, 2007
Old 19 WOSTRADOWSKI Anna Forever In Our Hearts / WOSTRADOWSKI / 
Frank / 1913-1995 / Anna / 1916-2004 / Rest In 
Peace
Old 19 WOSTRADOWSKI Frank Forever In Our Hearts / WOSTRADOWSKI / 
Frank / 1913-1995 / Anna / 1916-2004 / Rest In 
Peace
Old 20 SCHNEIDER Theresia In Loving Memory / Theresia SCHNEIDER / 
1892-1984
Old 21 SCHNEIDER Joseph In Loving Memory Of / Joseph SCHNEIDER / 
1885-1965
Old 22 SCHNEIDER Katherine In Loving Memory / Of / Wife and Mother / 
Katherine SCHNEIDER / Aug. 28, 1885-Dec. 22, 
1938
Old 23 SCHNEIDER Mrs. Carl 
[Katherine]
In Loving Memory / Mrs. Carl SCHNEIDER / 
1878-1941 [BC Vital Stats: Katherine Schneider 
died Kelowna 18 February 1941 at age 62 years]
Old 24 OGBORN Kathaleen Lily Kathaleen Lily OGBORN / In Loving Memory / 
1899-1941
Old 25 YEAST John YEAST / John / 1904-1941 / Philomena / 1910-
1993 / Always Loved & Remembered
Old 25 YEAST Philomena YEAST / John / 1904-1941 / Philomena / 1910-
1993 / Always Loved & Remembered
Old 26 BAILEY Pauline Theresa [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2003]
Old 26 SCHWAB Aloysius R. [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 2007]
Old 26 SCHWAB Peter Peter ?CHWAB / Nov 8 1889 / June 11 1941 [BC 
Vital Stats: Peter Wendelin Schwab died 
Kelowna 11 June 1941 at age 53 years]
Old 27 McIVER Barbara McIVER / In Loving Memory / Barbara / 1871-
1941/ John / 1881-1950 / Gone But Not 
Forgotten
Old 28 McIVER John McIVER / In Loving Memory / Barbara / 1871-
1941/ John / 1881-1950 / Gone But Not 
Forgotten
Old 29 STRANINGER Rosina In Loving Memory / Rosina STRANINGER / 
1891-1942
Old 30 SCHWENGLER Katherine SCHWENGLER / In Loving Memory / Frank / 
1878-1943 / Katherine / 1871-1942
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Old 31 SCHWENGLER Frank SCHWENGLER / In Loving Memory / Frank / 
1878-1943 / Katherine / 1871-1942
Old 32 GRAF Anna Maria In Loving Memory / Anna Maria GRAF / Mar. 13, 
1874 / July 11, 1942 / Rest In Peace
Old 33 KORNZE Steve Steve / KORNZE / 1881-1942 / At Rest
Old 34 MELCHIOR Theresa Kornze In Loving Memory / Theresa Kornze / 
MELCHIOR / 1881-1970
Old 34B SIMPSON Charlie Raymond The Deer that got away / In loving Memory / 
Charlie Raymond / Simpson / April 28 1934 / Feb 
9 2012 [St. Theresa Cemetery records: Charlie 
SIMPSON died 09 February 2012 at age 77, 
buried 14 February 2012]
Old 34B SIMPSON Herbert Edward [St. Theresa Cemetery records: born 01 Jan 
1932, buried 04 March 2011]
Old 36 CARNEY John Joseph CARNEY / John Joseph / 1859-1943 / Bridget / 
1862-1944 / Rest in Peace
Old 37 CARNEY Bridget CARNEY / John Joseph / 1859-1943 / Bridget / 
1862-1944 / Rest in Peace
Old 38 KORNZE Nancy Nancy / KORNZE / 1918-1944 / At Rest
Old 39 WELTER Frances In Loving Memory Of / Dad / Frances WELTER / 
Mar. 1881 - Jan. 1945 / Rest In Peace /
Old 39 WELTER Michael [WELTER] / Michael / 1919-1981 / Husband and 
Father
Old 40 ASHER Louie Louie ASHER 1892-1945 / R.I.P. 
Old 41 HOLITZKI Rosalia Rosalia HOLITZKI / 1886-1945 / Loving Wife 
and Mother
Old 42 BACH Frank Frank BACH / 1860-1945 / R.I.P.
Old 43 BRUMMET Gustav G. Gustav F. BRUMMET / 1878-1945 / Father
Old 44 ZAHN Florantena Florantena ZAHN / 1875-1946
Old 45 DUCZEK Joseph George In Loving Memory / DUCZEK / Joseph George / 
1870-1946 / Elizabeth / 1876-1949 / Not Gone 
From Memory / Not Gone From Love / But Gone 
to our Father's / Home Above / Rest in Peace
Old 46 DUCZEK Elizabeth In Loving Memory / DUCZEK / Joseph George / 
1870-1946 / Elizabeth / 1876-1949 / Not Gone 
From Memory / Not Gone From Love / But Gone 
to our Father's / Home Above / Rest in Peace
Old 47 STOLZ Jacob I.H.S. / STOLZ / Father / Jacob / 1877-1943 / 
Mother / Martha / 1881-1944 / Rest In Peace
Old 48 STOLZ Martha I.H.S. / STOLZ / Father / Jacob / 1877-1943 / 
Mother / Martha / 1881-1944 / Rest In Peace
Old 49 LAUMAN Susan Susan MELCHIOR / Nee LAUMAN / 1880-1946
Old 49 MELCHOIR Susan Susan MELCHIOR / Nee LAUMAN / 1880-1946
Old 50 GALLACHER  
[GALLAGHER]
Daniel Daniel GALLACHER / In Loving Memory / 1861-
1947 [BC Vital Stats: Daniel A. Gallagher died 
Kelowna 25 Dec 1947 at age 86 years]
Old 51A DUNDASS Matilda Matilda DUNDASS / Feb. 6, 1927 - Feb. 13, 
2010 / In Loving Memory
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Old 53 QUAISCER Joseph QUAISCER / Father / Joseph / 1879-1958 / 
Mother / Anna 1882-1948
Old 54 QUAISCER Anna QUAISCER / Father / Joseph / 1879-1958 / 
Mother / Anna 1882-1948
Old 55 MADINSKY Martin MADINSKY / In Loving Memory / Martin / 1878-
1956 / Bertha / 1885-1948
Old 56 MADINSKY Bertha MADINSKY / In Loving Memory / Martin / 1878-
1956 / Bertha / 1885-1948
Old 57 SCHONBERGER Katherina I.H.S. / SCHONBERGER / Katherina / 1866-
1948 / Loving Mother .
Old 58 HUSCH Nick Nick HUSCH / 1879-1948 / R.I.P. /
Old 59 BULACH Elisabetha Elisabetha BULACH / In Loving Memory / 1911-
1949
Old 60 GOUGEON Athanase Athanase GOUGEON / 1882-1950
Old 61 KLOPPENBURG John B. In Loving Memory Of / John B. KLOPPENBURG 
/ 1916-1950
Old 62 DUTZICK Laurence In Loving Memory / Laurence / DUTZICK / 1874-
1950
Old 63 BAUMGARTEN Daniel Daniel BAUMGARTEN / Father / 1884-1951 
Old 64 MILLER Eva  [St. Theresa Cemetery records: died 1952] [BC 
Vital Stats: Eva Miller died Kelowna 16 
November 1952, born 1869]
Old 65 EGYED Julia Elza Julia Elza EGYED / Mother / 1890-1951 
Old 66 RIEGER George RIEGER / In Loving Memory Of / George 
RIEGER / 1931-1956
Old 67 MELCHIOR Joseph Joseph MELCHIOR / In Loving Memory / 1878-
1956
Old 68A STIFTER Stefan Stefan STIFTER / June 13, 1906 - March 23, 
1958 / Ursula (STIFTER) ZIEGLER / March 15, 
1913 - May 26, 1990
Old 68A STIFTER Ursula Stefan STIFTER / June 13, 1906 - March 23, 
1958 / Ursula (STIFTER) ZIEGLER / March 15, 
1913 - May 26, 1990
Old 68A ZIEGLER Ursula Stefan STIFTER / June 13, 1906 - March 23, 
1958 / Ursula (STIFTER) ZIEGLER / March 15, 
1913 - May 26, 1990
Old 68B STASIAK Jan STASIAK / 1926 Jan 2002 / Rest In Peace
Old 70 GELANIS Madeline Madeline GELANIS / Lovely Memories / 1933-
1951
Old 71 PALMER Chas. Lewis In Memory Of / Chas. Lewis / PALMER / R.I.P. 
1881-1951 
Old 72 SIMPSON George [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: George SIMPSON] [St. 
Theresa Cemetery records: George Simpson 
born 1900, died 1952]
Old 73 SIMPSON Clara [KDGS 2011: No Marker found] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: Clara SIMPSON] [St. Theresa 
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Old 74 NAULT Joseph [Stone badly damaged 2010] [Transcribed by 
KDGS c1986 as: In Loving Memory / NAULT 
1952 / Peace / ] [BC Vital Stats: Joseph Nault 
died Kelowna 08 April 1952 at age 73 years]
Old 75 HOLITZKI John John HOLITZKI / 1883-1962 / Loving Husband 
and Father
Old 76 HOLITZKI Caroline In Memory Of / Caroline / HOLITZKI / 1890 
Mother 196? / R.I.P. [KDGS 2011: Marker is 
badly broken and difficult to read] [BC Vital 
Stats: Caroline Holitzki died Kelowna 15 July 
1961 at age 71 years]
Old 77 BRUMMET Maria Agnes Maria Agnes BRUMMET / 1895 Mother 1953
Old 78 KLOPPENBURG Carl S. Carl S. KLOPPENBURG / In Loving Memory / 
1924-1950
Old 79 GERK Elizabeth In Loving Memory / Elizabeth GERK / 1902-1991
Old 80 GERK Paul I.H.S. / GERK / Paul / 1902-1954 / Rest In Peace
Old 81 BULACH Maria J. Maria J. BULACH / 1870-1955 / Rest in Peace
Old 82 YEAST Francis In Loving Memory Of / YEAST / 1939 Francis 
1955
Old 83 MERK Barbara Barbara MERK / 1877-1955 / Loving Mother
Old 85 STRANINGER Michael Michael / STRANINGER / 1883-1956 / A Loving 
Father
Old 86 MOSER Maria Josefa Maria Josefa / MOSER / 1887-1958 / In Loving / 
Memory
Old 88 SCHONBERGER Maria In Loving Memory of / Maria / SCHONBERGER / 
1898-1988
Old 89 SCHONBERGER Dennis I.H.S. / SCHONBERGER / Dennis / 1898-1956 / 
Loving Husband / Father
Old 90 METTLEWSKY Alexander METTLEWSKY / Alexander / 1878-1956 / Rosa / 
1885-1967
Old 91 METTLEWSKY Rosa METTLEWSKY / Alexander / 1878-1956 / Rosa / 
1885-1967
Old 92 WALZ John WALZ / 1877 Elizabeth 1959 / 1879 John 1958 / 
Rest In Peace / A Beloved Mother & Father
Old 93 WALZ Elizabeth WALZ / 1877 Elizabeth 1959 / 1879 John 1958 / 
Rest In Peace / A Beloved Mother & Father
Old 94 DREILING Joseph I.H.S. / DREILING / Joseph / 1894-1959 / Loving 
Husband
Old 95 DREILING Martianna DREILING / Martianna / 1894-1968 / Loving 
Wife
Old 96 SENGER Joseph E. Joseph E. SENGER / 1898-1959 / R.I.P.
Old 97 HEINTZ Albert HEINTZ / Albert / 1884-1961 / Maria / 1886-1960
Old 98 HEINTZ Maria HEINTZ / Albert / 1884-1961 / Maria / 1886-1960
Old 99 ZIEGLER Alisia ZIEGLER / Mother / Alisia / 1911-1971 / Father / 
Joseph / 1910-1995
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Old 101 SEBASTIEN Clara In Loving / Memory / Clara SEBASTIEN / 1936-
1982
Old 102 SEBASTIEN Augustine In Loving Memory / Augustine SEBASTIEN / 
1926-2002
Old 103 MANARIN Giosue MANARIN / 1904 Giosue 1983 / 1911 Silvia 
1997
Old 103 MANARIN Silvia MANARIN / 1904 Giosue 1983 / 1911 Silvia 
1997
Old 104 DION Alexina A. DION / Together Forever / Joseph D. / 1903-
1990 / Alexina A. / 1908-1983
Old 104 DION Joseph D. DION / Together Forever / Joseph D. / 1903-
1990 / Alexina A. / 1908-1983
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A ACKERMAN Minard New S 6 1913 2005
AFONSO Antonio New R 23 1939 1993
AFONSO Teresa New R 23
ALLEN Twins Child E 4 1961 1961
ALMOND Launie New M 27 1964 1986
ALMOND Paul Anthony New B 22 1933 1976
AMBROSIO Isabel New R 25 1913 2008
AMBROSIO Manuel New R 25 1911 2008
ANDERSON Edwin Crem 9 A 1922 2009
ANDERSON Eileen Crem 9 A 1924 1995
ANDERSON L. Clare Crem 2 D 1917 1989
ANDOLFATTO Giuseppina A. New A 13 1948 2010
ANDOLFATTO Severino New A 13
ANDREWS Archie Crem 5 D 1905 1982
ANDREWS Mabel Crem 5 D 1905 1999
APPLETON Jeanette New S 27 1945 2001
ASHER Louie Old 40 1892 1945
B BACH Anna Rose New P 23 1910 1995
BACH Anthony F. New J 23 1889 2001
BACH Frank Old 42 1860 1945
BACH Katharina New J 23 1901 1984
BACH Paul New P 23 1908 1991
BACH Winnie New G 19 1915 2001
BACHMANN Josef New N 14 1901 1981
BACHMANN Theresia New N 15 1904 1997
BAILEY Pauline Theresa Old 26 2003
BALOGH Andrew B. Crem 15 D c1920 1997
BALOGH Laura M. Crem 15 D
BANDALO Ivan New R 7 1936 2001
BARANOWSKI Gottfried New P 27 1915 2000
BARANOWSKI Ilse New P 27 1913 1990
BARRY William C. New P 25 c1904 1989
BAŠLIN Duro George Crem 30 C 1918 2004
BASRAN Colin Child C 10 1976 1976
BAUMGARTEN Caroline New D 13 1889 1967
BAUMGARTEN Daniel Old 63 1884 1951
BAUMGARTEN Eva New D 21 1915 1987
BAUMGARTEN Frank New F 26 1918 2010
BAUMGARTEN Fred New D 20 1916 1977
BAUMGARTEN Katharyne New F 26 1916 1981
BAXTER Howard New O 21 1907 1988
BAXTER Marie New O 21 1908 2003
BEAUDRY Clovis Crem 22 B 1925 2000
BEAUDRY Thérèse Crem 22 B 1930
BEBAULT Dennis N. New I 12 1896 1973
BEBAULT Laurence New I 11 1905 1996
BECKER William New Q 27 c1921 1994
BEDARD Agnes C. New J 17 1918 1983
BEDARD Joseph Phillip New J 18 1915 1997
BEER Adam New G 15 1898 1982
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BEER Rosalia New G 16 1890 1981
BELANGER Gaëtan R. New L 27 1916 1987
BELANGER Joseph H. New K 24 c1922 1984
BELANGER Noëlla D. New L 27 1919
BELLAND Michael Crem 17 D 2008
BERARD Frida M. New I 6 1907 1990
BERARD John C. New I 5 1892 1976
BERES Arthur Robert New O 27 1952 1990
BERES Helen M. New O 25 1911 1989
BERES John R. New O 25 1906 1988
BERNER Stephanie C. New E 11 1932 1969
BLACKBURN John Edmund New R 12 1997
BLAKE Helen New A 15 1937
BLAKE Leonard New A 15 1931 2008
BLANCHETTE Florida New L 12 1913 1999
BLANCHETTE George New L 11 1903 1978
BLANCHETTE Mariette T. New L 11 1933 1997
BLASKO Julius New O 28 1935 1991
BLEILE Adam Joseph New D 16 2011
BLEILE Helen Rose New D 16 1914 1983
BLEILE Michael Joseph New D 15 1911 1976
BLEILE Michael M. New D 14 1941 1968
BOHM Eleonore Crem 19 B 1927
BOHM Franz M. Crem 19 B 1929 2000
BOHN Albert Child D 13 1939 1939
BOHN Lawrence P. Child D 1 1948
BORNAIS J. Ernest Crem 8 C 1913 1995
BOSER Donatus New R 13 1916 1997
BOSER Magdelene New R 13 1917 1998
BOSLEY Bob Crem 24 D 1938 2004
BOSSIO Annette D. New H 12 1947 1971
BOSSIO Antonio New B 23 1896 1977
BOSSIO Armando E. New H 10 1923 1995
BOURGEOIS Mary New N 20 1901 1987
BOURGET Louis New G 8 1898 1970
BOWER John (Dr.) New E 25 1913 1981
BOWER Winefride New E 26 1915 1996
BOWSER Courtney M. Child C 15 1990 1991
BREUNIG Agnes M. New F 10 1895 1970
BREUNIG Edward A. New F 9 1884 1976
BRILTZ Eva New F 17 1900 1979
BRILTZ Matthew New F 18 1889 1979
BRISSON Alice Denise New H 27 1914 1998
BROWER R. Lorraine New Q 17 2004
BRUMMET Gustav G. Old 43 1878 1945
BRUMMET Maria Agnes Old 77 1895 1953
BRUNDRIDGE Elizabeth New S 25 1934
BRUNDRIDGE Leroy A. New S 25 1931 1996
BRUNDRIDGE Trevor William J. New S 25 1958 2004
BUCHNER Edmond J. New S 23 1926
BUCHNER Theresa M. New S 23 1926 1996
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BUCSIS Julius Crem 7 D 1910 2003
BUCSIS Mary Crem 7 D 1913 1992
BUEHLER Berthold Crem 18 D 1931 2007
BUEHLER Ellen Maria Crem 18 D 1927 2000
BULACH Elisabetha Old 59 1911 1949
BULACH Maria J. Old 81 1870 1955
BULACH Nicholas Anton Old 9 1897 1938
BULACH Veronica Old 9 1899 1983
BULLACH Andrew New O 5 1903 1997
BULLACH Franziska New O 6 1904 1981
BUNDSCHUH Clara M. New R 18 1923
BUNDSCHUH Eugene A. New R 18 1922 1996
BUNZ Helen New O 18 1921
BUNZ Henry New O 18 1918 2010
BURANITS Frank New L 24 1918 1985
BURANITS Johanna New L 24 1921 2005
BURIC Ivan Crem 40 D 2010
BUSKERMOLEN Hendrik New T 18 1917 1997
BUSKERMOLEN Petronella New T 17 1919 2006
C CARBONNEAU Gaston (Peb) Crem 12 B 1921 2007
CARBONNEAU Lois J. Crem 12 B 1927
CARNEY Bridget Old 37 1862 1944
CARNEY John Joseph Old 36 1859 1943
CARSWELL Walter F. New F 19 1905 1980
CARSWELL Wanda New F 20 1907 1999
CHAMBUL Robert John Crem 38 A 1955 2008
CHASTKAVICH Diane Catherine New D 17 1962 1977
CHASTKAVICH Leslie Ann New D 19 1942 1980
CHMILAR Eva New K 27 1996
CHMILAR Harry G. New K 27 1909 1984
CHOUINARD Felix New I 8 1950 1973
CLARKE John New A 20 1926 2009
CLARKE Rita New A 20 1934
COE Carlos Alberto Garcia New A 18 1989 2008
COLLEAUX Edward New N 19 1908 1989
COLTER H. [Henrietta Mary] New I 24 c1913 1987
COOK John E. New J 19 1962 1983
COOPER Robert D. Crem 39 A 1930 2011
COOPER Suzanne H. Crem 39 A 1947 2008
CORNISH Peter J. New L 16 1925 1984
COSTA Anna New M 17 1909 1984
COSTA Louis New M 16 1900 1986
COTE Leon Thomas New J 20 1956 1983
COTE Maurice Alfred New D 26 1932 1981
COWAN Germaine Crem 3 B 1910 1996
COWAN Steve Crem 3 B 1909 1985
CREMER Irma New P 7 1896 1990
D DALEY Gary Crem 32 A 1944 2006
DALEY Hazel Crem 3 D 1918 2002
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DALEY Sharon Crem 32 A 1948
DALEY Tom Crem 3 D 1919 2002
DAPAVO David M. New L 13 1902 1978
DAPAVO Rose Mary New L 13 2002
DAVIS Dorothy Mary New H 20A 1914 1980
de GROOT Johannes New T 23 1924 2007
de LESTRE A.L. [Alexander] New G 14C 1879 1967
De ROSE Stella Lydia New L 28 1922 1992
DECK Barbara New B 19 1917 2011
DECK Frank Crem 4 A 1928 1981
DEDINSKY Effie Crem 31 C 1927 2005
DEDINSKY Greg Crem 31 D 1961 2002
DeGAGNE Denis Crem 19 C 2000
DeGAGNE Denis Philip Crem 5 C 2002
DeGAGNE Germaine Crem 5 C 1924 2004
DeGAGNE Philip Crem 5 C 1911 1981
DEGEN Trudy New S 16 1919 2007
DEGEN William G. New S 16 1918 1995
DEIS Clara Crem 29 B 1933 2004
DEL PANNO Giovanni New I 13 1901 1972
DELEURME Angele New N 8 1911 1981
DELEURME Edith New Q 20 1956 1990
DELEURME Randolph Wayne Child E 6 1958 1958
DELLA SIEGA Oreste New O 26 1923 1988
DENIS Mary New H 14 1898 1988
DENIS Wendell New H 13 1892 1970
DESNOYER Eugene New M 14 1898 1979
DESNOYERS Catherine New M 15 1897 1991
DICKIE Dorothy E. New K 18 1928 1984
DIEBOLT Raphael Crem 17 B 1917 1998
DIEBOLT Rita Crem 17 B 1930
DION Alexina A. Old 104 1908 1983
DION Joseph D. Old 104 1903 1990
DONHAUSER Henry New C 25 1924 1981
DONHAUSER Joseph Child C 12 1955
DONHAUSER Leo P. New B 13 1885 1964
DONHAUSER Magdalena New B 14 1897 1982
DREILING Joseph Old 94 1894 1959
DREILING Martianna Old 95 1894 1968
DUCZEK Elizabeth Old 46 1876 1949
DUCZEK Joseph George Old 45 1870 1946
DUFFY Dermot New R 14 1925 1997
DUFFY Philomena New R 14 1927 2005
DUNDASS Matilda Old 51 A 1927 2010
DUNIS Mate New T 27 1922 2004
DUNIS Rosa New T 27 1930
DUTKOWSKI Esther Edith Elaine New C 24 1995
DUTZEK Carl New S 18 1995
DUTZICK Laurence Old 62 1874 1950
E EATON Douglas Donald Crem 8 D 1926 1995
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EGYED Julia Elza Old 65 1890 1951
EISLER Bernice New E 5 1913 2000
EISLER Eugene New E 5 1906 2000
EISMAN Joseph New E 14 1874 1968
ELDER Tommy New B 21 1963 1976
ELLCHUCK Harry Crem 6 D 1925 1985
ELLIS Anna F. Crem 21 A 1940
ELLIS Laurence T. Crem 21 A 1934 2000
ERRINGTON William Brian Crem 20 D 2001
F FAHLMAN Elizabeth O. New J 10 1893 1988
FAHLMAN Joseph New J 9 1889 1973
FALCK Henry Crem 12 C 1918 2004
FALCK Jean Crem 12 C 1925
FALCK Kathleen E. Crem 12 C 1956 2001
FEIST Katherine New A 12 1921 2002
FEIST Wendel New A 12 1920 2005
FENEZ Armand Crem 13 C 1929 2002
FENEZ Louise T. Crem 14 C 1964
FENEZ Robert R. Crem 14 C 1956 1982
FENEZ Yvette Crem 13 C 1928
FETH Martha New J 28 1918 2000
FETH Steve New R 8 1941 2003
FETH Wendelin New J 28 1915 2000
FIDDLER Kelly Grant Crem 24 A 1965 2001
FISCHER Katherine New A 12 1921 2002
FISHER Bob New M 27 1963 1986
FISHER Launie New M 27 1964 1986
FLASCH Anna New H 19 1902 1980
FLASCH Michael New H 20 1888 1985
FLEGEL Frank New F 14 1892 1969
FLEGEL George J. New I 15 1894 1981
FLEGEL John New N 27 1922
FLEGEL Juliana New I 16 1899 1985
FLEGEL Martha New N 27 1923 1993
FLEGEL Rose New F 13 1898 1992
FOLLIARD Molly Old 3 1883 1936
FOLLIARD Walter Old 2 1875 1935
FONTAINE Douglais Denis New M 9 1958 1980
FONTAINE Gilbert Girard New N 9 1926 1980
FONTOURA Arlindo New R 5 1926
FONTOURA Ermezinda New R 4 1940 2009
FONTOURA Matilde New R 5 1925
FRANKIE Helen Theresa New G 6 1927 1976
FREY Annie H. New S 14 1936
FREY George J. New S 14 1930 2002
FRIEDT Lee Crem 35 C 1926 2008
FRIEDT Marguerette Crem 35 C 1930
FROEHLICH Caroline R. New I 21 1935 2010
FROEHLICH Clara New I 18 1908 1988
FROEHLICH Edmund P. New I 21 1934
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FROEHLICH Elizabeth New T 20 1902 1999
FROEHLICH Henry Crem 11 C 1929 2003
FROEHLICH Mathias New I 17 1907 1981
FROEHLICH Timothy E. New I 21 1959 1982
FROEHLICH Valentine Sebastian New I 18 1932 2007
FROEHLICH Monica Child D 8 1945 1945
FUGGER Jacob New G 12 1905 1970
G GABRIEL Joseph F. New B 24 1950 1980
GAGNIER Rene C. New D 23 1913 1996
GALLACHER  
[GALLAGHER]
Daniel Old 50 1861 1947
GARCIA COE Carlos Alberto New A 18 1989 2008
GAUTHIER François New N 19 1900 1987
GAUTHIER Gilberte New N 19 1904 1995
GELANIS Madeline Old 70 1933 1951
GENETTI Andrew New I 9 1884 1977
GENETTI Giovanna New I 10 1893 1973
GERK Carol Child E 12 1949
GERK Elizabeth Old 79 1902 1991
GERK Paul Old 80 1902 1954
GEVERS Marinus Crem 35 A 1920 2006
GOLETSKI Frank C. New O 14 1913 1997
GOUGEON Athanase Old 60 1882 1950
GRABOWSKI J. Stella Crem 24 B 1924 2009
GRABOWSKI Teodor Crem 24 B 1922 2001
GRAF Alexander New B 9 1875 1962
GRAF Anna Maria Old 32 1874 1942
GRAF Mary Child D 3 1947 1947
GRAMLICH Baby Child F 13 1963 1963
GREGORY John Dennis Crem 27 B
GREGORY Sophie Marie Crem 27 B 1928 2003
GRETZINGER Dick New R 16 1908 1992
GRETZINGER Rose New R 16 1921 1993
GROSJEAN Fern New O 19 1915 1988
GROSS Annie M. New H 15 1907 1980
GROSS Stanley J. New H 16 1898 1982
GUGLER Agnes New B 25 1915 1994
GUGLER Alois New B 25 1899 1976
H HAGEL Emmanuel A. New R 26 1914 1994
HAGEL Martha New R 26 1921 2006
HALTER Frank Crem 9 C 1917 2009
HALTER Helen Crem 9 C 1922 2000
HALTER Richard F. Crem 3 C 1945 1999
HALTER Susan H. Crem 3 C 1966 1989
HANCOCK Mary New O 13 1905 1992
HANOWSKI Margaret New L 23 1913
HANOWSKI Zack New L 23 1907 1985
HARRISON Carol Bernadette Crem 26 C 2004
HARRISON Leah Marie Crem 26 C 1968 2003
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HARRISON Stephanie  Crem 29 D 2008
HARRISON William Crem 29 D 2010
HASELDEN Terry [Annie Marie] Crem 10 A 1924 1996
HAUK Barbara New B 19 1917 2011
HAUK Pius A. New B 19 1912 1975
HAUSER Katherine New B 11 1998
HAYDIN Andrew New N 5 1900 1982
HAYDIN Katherine New N 6 1917 2001
HEEMSKERK Freddy New G 11 1957 1970
HEEMSKERK Nick New J 24 1919 1984
HEINTZ Albert Old 97 1884 1961
HEINTZ John New B 16 1915 1974
HEINTZ Magdalena New B 16 1907 2000
HEINTZ Maria Old 98 1886 1960
HIEBNER Martha E. New S 22 1928 2010
HILL Edward F. M. Crem 4 C 1912 1987
HILL Ruth C. Crem 4 C 1913 1990
HITTEL Emma New J 21 1925 1983
HITTEL John New J 21 1920 1992
HOFFMAN Alfred J. New K 17 1912 1983
HOFFMAN Arthur Henry New K 7 1930 2009
HOFFMAN David New J 5 1945 2006
HOFFMAN John A. New K 7 1896 1977
HOFFMAN Margaret I. New K 16 1916 2007
HOFFMAN Mary P. New K 8 1907 1994
HOFFMAN Raymond J. New S 5 1931 2006
HOGUE Jean J. New S 9 1937 2003
HOLITZKI Caroline Old 76 1890 1961
HOLITZKI Frank G. New M 10 1905 1980
HOLITZKI John Old 75 1883 1962
HOLITZKI Mary New M 11 1911 1991
HOLITZKI Rosalia Old 41 1886 1945
HOPKINS Carolina New S 7 1955 2006
HORN Anne New L 21 1914 2005
HORN Cecil New L 21 1912 1984
HORNSBERGER Debra Ann New G 9 1955 1970
HORNSBERGER Michael New G 9 1917 2000
HORNUNG Joseph New F 16 1905 1986
HORNUNG Mary New F 15 1915 1983
HORNUNG Rosemary Julianna New E 15 1946 1978
HUBBARD Anita New S 10 1929 2007
HUBBARD Debra Ann New S 11 1954 2007
HUBER Anna New J 14 1901 1988
HUBER Anna New K 14 1929 2006
HUBER Johann New J 13 1899 1973
HUSCH Ann New S 21 1913 1994
HUSCH Joseph New S 21 1905 1995
HUSCH Joseph W. New H 7 1900 1986
HUSCH Litvina New H 8 1914 1972
HUSCH Nick Old 58 1879 1948
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I IRWIN Hector L. New Q 11 1916 1999
IRWIN Louise A. New Q 11 1921 2006
J JACO Donna Sharlien Crem 23 B 1955 2001
JACQUES Philip Alan Child F 8 1980 1980
JAKUBOWSKI Frank New G 26 1895 1982
JASCHINSKY Anthony Crem 6 B 1920 1985
JASCHINSKY Eva New L 9 1927
JASCHINSKY Joseph New L 9 1916 1978
JASCHINSKY Magdalene New G 10 1888 1970
JENKINS Stewart New R 22 1902 1997
JENKINS Theresa New R 22 1902 1993
JURKIC Ana New O 9 1906 1982
K KANE Edward Patrick Crem 26 B 1947 2002
KANE Laurel Crem 26 C 1923 2009
KAPLAN Julius New D 5 1913 2000
KAPLAN Martha New D 5 1919 2006
KARL Heinrich New M 23 1925 1986
KASCHMA Merlin New S 19 1922 2000
KELLERMAN Jennifer M. Child F 12 1961 1963
KELLERMAN Victoria (Vicky) New A 25 1929 2000
KENNEDY Nancy Alila New I 10 1921 1995
KEPUL Caroline Child D 5 1947 1947
KITSCH Andrew P. New G 17 1907 1979
KITSCH Josephine New G 18 1916 2003
KLASSEN Jacob (Jim) Crem 10 B 1922 1996
KLEIN Anna New H 9 1894 1971
KLEIN Berta New O 16 1915 2002
KLEIN Bruno A. New O 16 1904 1987
KLEIN Frank Old 8 1884 1938
KLOPPENBURG Carl S. Old 78 1924 1950
KLOPPENBURG John B. Old 61 1916 1950
KORBA Peter New R 20 1906 1993
KORBA Rose New R 20 1909 1996
KORBA Sandy New S 24 1978 2001
KORNZE Nancy Old 38 1918 1944
KORNZE Steve Old 33 1881 1942
KOUWENHOVEN Petrus J. Crem 14 B 1929 1997
KOWATSCH Anna New J 15 1908 1989
KRAFT George New M 25 1909 1986
KRAFT Robert Andrew New B 10 1942 1966
KRAPIC Branko Crem 30 B 1938 2005
KRAPIC Josip Crem 36 A 1940 2008
KRENZ Esther Edith Elaine New C 24 1995
KRONEWITT Frances New M 18 1905 1985
KROSCHINSKY Elizabeth New L 18 1910 1984
KROSCHINSKY Joseph New L 17 1909 1991
KROSCHINSKY Laddie New L 18 1931 1998
KRUK Antoni Crem 18 A 1904 2001
KRUK Sophie  Crem 18 A
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KRYSCHUK Elizabeth New H 22 1916 1992
KRYSCHUK Frank New H 21 1913 1995
KRYSINSKI Jozef Crem 4 B 1919 1987
KUSZ Anton New H 17 1906 1980
KUSZ Isabel New H 18 1911 1997
KUZIW Agnes M. New P 20 1916 1989
KUZIW Morris New P 21 1911 2010
KYLE Doug Crem 20 B 1929 2011
KYLE Trudi [Gertrude Josephine] Crem 20 B 1934 2000
L LACHANCE Frieda New N 25 1920 2001
LACHANCE Joseph New N 25 1907 1987
LACHANCE Joseph L. New Q 14 c1916 1997
LAFRANCE Henry C. Crem 13 D 1910 1999
LAFRANCE Juliette Crem 13 D 1913 1997
LALONDE Armand Lucien Crem 32 C 1939 2006
LARMAND Denis J. New N 22 1939 2004
LARMAND Jeannette New N 22 1913 1996
LARMAND Norman P. New N 22 1910 1987
LAUMAN Susan Old 49 1880 1946
LE Hao V. New Q 8 1940 1994
LE Mrs. Hao Van New Q 7 1992
LÊ THI TÁM Maria Crem 1 B 1935 1992
LeGUILLOUX Bert [Andrew Marcel] New O 11 1917 1982
LEIBEL Leona New D 10 1943 1967
LEIBEL Leonard New S 17 1925 2009
LEIBEL Rita New S 17 1931 1995
LEIBEL Rita Christina New S 17 1931 1995
LEINEMANN Jonah Child F 15 2006 2006
LEMIRE Rock A. New S 22 1920 1995
LEONARD Rose Catherine New C 7 2004
LEPARGNEUX Gordon A. New Q 22 1927 1999
LEPARGNEUX Margaret D. New Q 22 1919 2004
LEROUX Guy New N 12 1985
LEROUX Urgel Ovila New N 12 1913 1981
LESKO Doreen Child D 11 1937 1940
LESKO George New P 24 1909 1997
LESKO Juliana New P 24 1913 1997
LESLIE Stuart Child E 8 1953 1953
LESLIE Terence R. Crem 26 A 1929 2002
LEVERRIER Albert A. Crem 12 D 1926
LEVERRIER Dorothy P. Crem 12 D 1928 2001
LEVERRIER Henri J. New I 22 1899 1983
LINGOR Adam New M 7 1891 1992
LINGOR Eva New M 8 1900 1981
LINGOR Frances Child D 2 1947 1948
LINGOR Rachel Old 5 1932 1936
LIPKOVICS Irma New O 8 1908 2003
LIPKOVICS Joseph New O 7 1907 1997
LISCHKA Edward G. New A 22 1953 2005
LISCHKA Marjorie New A 22 1926 2010
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LISCHKA Nick New J 27 1915 2000
LITZ Cornell New A 14 1916 2006
LITZ Rosella New A 14 1919 2002
LORD Stephen Crem 31 B 1951 2005
LUES Joseph H. New P 9 1911 1990
LUES Mary A. New P 10 1919 2009
LUKITS Anna New P 22 1920 1989
LUKITS Steve New P 22 1912 1989
LUKNOWSKY Alphonse Jacob Crem 20 A 1925 1999
LUKNOWSKY Gustaf Alex New C 16 1940 1998
LUKNOWSKY John P. New C 15 1898 1975
LUKNOWSKY Leo New O 17 1923 1991
LUKNOWSKY Margaret New O 17 1931 2002
LUKNOWSKY Monica E. New C 16 1903 1989
LUKNOWSKY Peter Walter New C 15 1938 2006
LUKNOWSKY Sylvia Mary Crem 20 A 1922 2006
LUKSIC Katrina New S 26 1905 1996
LUTZ Adella Crem 4 D 1918 1988
LUTZ Bertha Crem 4 D 1915 2005
LUTZ Edna New I 20 1907 1992
LUTZ Marguerite New N 20 1928 2001
LUTZ Robert Crem 4 D 1920
M MADINSKY Bertha Old 56 1885 1948
MADINSKY Martin Old 55 1878 1956
MAGDIC Elizabeth New P 8 1914 1990
MANARIN Giosue Old 103 1904 1983
MANARIN Silvia Old 103 1911 1997
MARTIN Douglas Gordon New A 20 2007
MARZINZIK Henry New C 7 1920 1964
MATKOVIC Milan Crem 28 A 1941 2003
MAYER Ernest New T 22 1909 1998
MAYER Myrtle A. New T 22 1927
McCLEARY James ? ? ? 1905 1983
McDONALD 
[Macdonald]
Grant Lee [Grant Leo] Child F 10 1974 1974
McIVER Barbara Old 27 1871 1941
McIVER John Old 28 1881 1950
McKELVEY H. ? ? ?
McKELVY Kenneth Lawrence New Q 21 1914 1990
McKELVY Rose Kathleen New O 23 1916 1988
McLEAY Eva Rose Crem 34 C 1932 2010
McRORY Annette New C 17 1932 1975
MEADE Edward A. Crem 7 A 1923 1992
MEADE Richard E. Crem 15 C 1944 1990
MEADE Rita M. Crem 7 A 1923 2005
MEIER Agnes Barbara New N 16 1945 1986
MEIER George New F 23 1907 1981
MEIER Katharina A. New F 24 1910 2002
MEIER Marvin [Mervin Joseph] Child E 11 c1945 1949
MELCHIOR Joseph Old 67 1878 1956
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MELCHIOR Katharyne New F 26 1916 1981
MELCHIOR Theresa Kornze Old 34 1881 1970
MELCHOIR Susan Old 49 1880 1946
MENARD Jeanne M. Crem 10 C 1922 1996
MENARD Robert Crem 10 C 1918 2006
MERK Aloisia New D 8 1901 1969
MERK Barbara Old 83 1877 1955
MERK Jemme New A 24 1960 2001
MERK John New D 7 1898 1966
MERTION Agnes Elizabeth New R 21 1912
MERTION Edward Jerome New R 21 1914 1993
METTLEWSKY Adeline M. New P 19 1915 1994
METTLEWSKY Alexander Old 90 1878 1956
METTLEWSKY John E. New P 19 1911 1988
METTLEWSKY Lawrence John New P 19 1946 2007
METTLEWSKY Rosa Old 91 1885 1967
METTLEWSKY Vincent L. New Q 18 1909 1992
METTLEWSKY Winnie J. New Q 18 1911 2007
MICHAUD Peter J. New B 15 1908 1974
MILDENBERGER Caroline New D 13 1889 1967
MILLER Eva  Old 64 1869 1952
MONNEY Angele New N 8 1911 1981
MOSER Maria Josefa Old 86 1887 1958
MOSER Mary New D 12 1907 1994
MOSER Roy New D 11 1900 1967
MOYAN Bonny Lee New E 20 1952 1978
MOYAN Peggy New O 22 1988
N NADON-HESK Agnes New T 28 2000
NAULT Joseph Old 74 c1879 1952
NEIGUM Joseph New L 25 1890 1985
NEIGUM Nick J. Crem 14 D 1924 1997
NEIGUM Rose E. New L 25 1901 1990
NELSON Dana Normandale Crem 23 A 1975 1995
NEVORAL Aleksander New P 12 2003
NEVORAL Milka New P 12
NEVORAL Victor New P 11 1948 2003
NISSEN Ronald Child F 14 1963 1963
NOSAN Germaine M. New K 22 1922
NOSAN Joseph New K 22 1917 1999
O ODERMATT Kyle Child D 14 1998 1998
O'DOHERTY Frank Crem 28 D 1920 2004
O'DOHERTY Rita Crem 28 D 1923
OGBORN Kathaleen Lily Old 24 1899 1941
OSTROMAN Dominica (Mimi) New P 5 1929
OSTROMAN Zvonimir (Miro) New P 5 1927 2000
OTTENBREIT Anthony New E 13 1919 2008
OTTENBREIT Anton New E 13 1894 1968
OTTENBREIT Carl New E 10 1898 1969
OTTENBREIT Elizabeth New E 12 1901 1993
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OTTENBREIT Gertrude New E 9 1904 1986
OTTENBREIT Janice New E 12 1942 2006
OTTENBREIT John New L 26 1919 1991
OTTENBREIT Julia New L 26 1920 1985
OUD Peter New A 16B 1933 2008
OUWENDYK John New M 21 1932 1985
P PALATIN Edward Child D 10 1942 1942
PALATIN John Crem 29 C 1927 2009
PALATIN Katie New I 28 1908 2004
PALATIN Louis New I 28 1906 1995
PALMER Chas. Lewis Old 71 1881 1951
PALY Sally J. New P 6 1911 1989
PARADOWSKI Wieslawa New A 14B 1960
PARADOWSKI Zygmunt New A 14B 1958 2008
PARECE Artur H. New Q 25 1924 1991
PARENT Esther New C 23 1934 1995
PARENT Lucien New C 23 1927 1976
PARKIN Alfred G. Crem 1 D 1920 1993
PARKIN Doris M. Crem 1 D 1914 2003
PASHLEY Olga New Q 26 1920 2007
PAVICIC Jelena New K 5 1916 1980
PAVICIC Jelena New K 5 1916 1980
PAVICIC Mile New K 6 1914 2005
PAZUR Andrew S. New H 23 1956 1982
PAZUR John Stephen New G 23 1903 1981
PERROT Frieda New M 12 1928
PERROT Gerry New M 12 1925 1979
PETERS Linda Crem 29 A 1934
PETERS Ralph Crem 29 A 1932 2010
PFLIGER Anton New M 28 1911 1986
PFLIGER Augustin New J 11 1885 1980
PFLIGER Flora New J 12 1877 1973
PFLIGER Katherine New M 28 1915 2004
PFLIGER Thomas Crem 16 C 1919 2008
PICKLYK Darren C. Crem 33 C 1968 2006
PILATO Domenica New C 9 1923 2001
PILATO Elia New C 8 1884 1965
PILATO Providenzza (Nancy) New A 11 1949 2004
PINUTA Charles Crem 3 A 1906 1988
PINUTA Julia Crem 3 A 1923 2000
POLILLO Antonio New R 6 1928 2003
POLILLO Michelina New R 6 1928
PURDOM Lynne Crem 27 A 1946 2004
Q QUAISCER Anna Old 54 1882 1948
QUAISCER Joseph Old 53 1879 1958
QUEBEC Albertine New L 6 c1900 1979
QUEBEC Beatrice Albertine New T 16 1916 2008
R RABY Arthur J. New N 18 1924 1993
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RABY Germaine Crem 5 C 1924 2004
RABY Therese F. New N 18 1930 1986
RADKE Frederick Edward Crem 20 C 2001
RATH Boy Child C 13 1950 1950
REDL Norma B. New L 22
REDL R. Denis New L 22 1935 1984
REDL Randall C. New L 22 1961 1995
REGAN Tyrell New R 9 1981 1997
RIEGER Evelyn New E 7 1894 1973
RIEGER Joseph New E 8 1887 1969
RIEGER Adam Old 6 1909 1937
RIEGER Adam New G 20 1914 1987
RIEGER Adam New R 17 1924 1996
RIEGER Barbara M. New N 17 1895 1990
RIEGER Edward New R 19 1920 1993
RIEGER Elsie New R 19 1923 1992
RIEGER James Frank Crem 22 A 2001
RIEGER John G. New N 17 1890 1986
RIEGER Joseph New Q 19 1912 1997
RIEGER Julia New Q 19 1917 2008
RIEGER Theresa New G 21 1920 1979
RIEGER George Old 66 1931 1956
RIPPEL Girl Child C 14 1949 1949
RIPPEL Leo New C 21 1922 2007
RIPPEL Monica New C 22 1923 1976
RIVARD Elizabeth New K 26 1911 1990
RIVARD Peter A. New K 26 1911 1984
ROSHINSKY Theresa Crem 40 B 1942 2011
ROSOKAWATY Alec New Q 28 1918 1994
ROSOKAWATY Helen New I 19 1914 1982
ROSSI Christine New T 19 1911 1999
ROSSI Jack P. New N 21 1903 1987
ROTH Adam New E 23 1904 1981
ROTH Barbara New E 24 1909 1989
ROUGEAU Edna M. ? ? ? 1922
ROUGEAU Noel J. ? ? ? 1920 2001
ROY John Child D 6 1946 1946
RUNZER Andreas Old 7 1884 1938
RUNZER Douglas G. New I 14 1957 1972
RUNZER Margaret New D 9 1888 1966
RUNZER Mary New I 14 1922
RUNZER Rudolph W. New I 14 1918 1988
RUSH Gaye Crem 30 A 1945 2004
RUSH Joe Crem 30 A 1950
RUSKOWSKY Frank William New P 26 1925 1990
RUSKOWSKY Lionel Peter New P 26 1931 2006
S SADLER Anton New K 25 1906 1984
SADLER James Peter Martin New O 24 1940 1988
SADLER Margaret New K 25 1914 1998
SAHLI Johannes New L 20 1907 1984
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SAHLI Margareta New L 20 1913 2009
SALEL Henri-Jean Crem 38 B 2010
SALI Anne New Q 12 1933
SALI Dorothy New C 11 1904 1988
SALI Joseph New C 10 1904 1966
SALI Ray New Q 12 1928 1997
SAND Arnold P. Crem 17 A 1922 1999
SAND Helen Crem 17 A 1933
SANDANA Valli [Valentino Basil] New G 27 1953 1995
SANTIN Lidia New A 14D 1927 2008
SAPLYWY John Crem 8 B 1904 1994
SAPLYWY Sophia Crem 8 B 1904 1995
SCHAFER Helene New I 25 1941 1992
SCHAFER Louis New G 24 1903 1987
SCHAFER Rigena New G 24 1911 1987
SCHAFER Sandra Lee Bernadette New E 17 1959 1978
SCHALK Theresa Old 13 1894 1939
SCHEDLOSKY Bernard New B 11 1896 1964
SCHEDLOSKY Mary New B 12 1906 1994
SCHELL Carol Ann Child E 13 1948 1949
SCHELL John New B 7 1901 1961
SCHELL Julianna New H 25 1913 1982
SCHELL Lambert New H 24 1910 2007
SCHERMANN Alois P. Crem 11 D 1923 2004
SCHERMANN Joyce E. Crem 11 D 1929 2007
SCHJODT Bernard Crem 7 B 1910 1993
SCHJODT Eileen Mary Crem 7 B 2006
SCHNEIDER Anton New P 18 1911 1995
SCHNEIDER Alexander Old 4 1918 1936
SCHNEIDER Jacob New C 13 1880 1966
SCHNEIDER Jean Crem 35 B 1913 2010
SCHNEIDER Joseph Crem 35 B 1913 2007
SCHNEIDER Joseph Old 21 1885 1965
SCHNEIDER Katharina Crem 7 C 1911 1994
SCHNEIDER Katherine New G 7 1907 1970
SCHNEIDER Katherine Old 22 1885 1938
SCHNEIDER Mary E. New C 13 1881 1923
SCHNEIDER Mrs. Carl [Katherine] Old 23 1878 1941
SCHNEIDER Nicholas Crem 7 C 1910 1995
SCHNEIDER Otto New F 12 1927 1969
SCHNEIDER Paul New P 16 1918 2006
SCHNEIDER Peter New P 17 1920 1990
SCHNEIDER Rose New P 16 1918 2006
SCHNEIDER Sophie New P 17 1917 1997
SCHNEIDER Theresia Old 20 1892 1984
SCHONBERGER Albert Child E 7 1956 1956
SCHONBERGER Bert Crem 13 B 1934 1996
SCHONBERGER Dennis Old 89 1898 1956
SCHONBERGER Katherina Old 57 1866 1948
SCHONBERGER Loretta Crem 13 B 1934 2008
SCHONBERGER Ludwig Crem 13 B 1928 1995
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SCHONBERGER Maria Old 88 1898 1988
SCHUHMACHER Elsa New M 20 1908 1985
SCHWAB Aloysius R. Old 26 2007
SCHWAB Peter Old 26 1889 1941
SCHWAB Philippine Rose Old 15 1918 2007
SCHWENGLER Frank Old 31 1878 1943
SCHWENGLER Katherine Old 30 1871 1942
SEBASTIEN Augustine Old 102 1926 2002
SEBASTIEN Clara Old 101 1936 1982
SELAGI Rhoda E. New M 5 1919
SELAGI Stephen J. New M 5 1908 1980
SENGER Albert M. Crem 5 A 1944 1981
SENGER Joseph E. Old 96 1898 1959
SENGER Katherine New L 5 1903 1985
SERNA Fernal Alfrado Crem 36 B 2008
SEVE Anne New G 14 1902 2000
SEVE John New G 13 1902 1970
SFREDDO Constante New J 25 1908 2001
SFREDDO Midrease New J 25 1909 1984
SHEREMETA Gregory Crem 19 D 1907 2000
SHIER Janet New C 20 1939 1975
SIEGMANN Anna New J 16 1911 2010
SIEGMANN Wilhelm New J 16 1907 1983
SILBERNAGEL Mary Anna New Q 15 1911 1999
SILBERNAGEL Michael New Q 15 1909 2003
SIMLA Walter New M 22 1923 1985
SIMPSON Betty New I 26 1934 1993
SIMPSON Charlie Raymond Old 34B 1934 2012
SIMPSON Clara Old 73 1903 1968
SIMPSON Colleen Child E 9 1952 1952
SIMPSON George Old 72 1900 1952
SIMPSON Glenn T. New J 6 1954 1977
SIMPSON Herbert Edward Old 34B 1932 2011
SIMPSON Lillian [Mary Lilian] New C 12 1930 1966
SLAETS August New F 7 1884 1970
SLAETS Johanna Marie [Agnes] New F 8 1886 1972
SPENCER Annette D. New H 12 1947 1971
SPRING Albert Crem 6 C 1921 1985
ST. AMAND Herby Crem 1 A 1906 1985
ST. AMAND Juliette Crem 1 A 1915 2005
STASIAK Jan Old 68B 1926 2002
STEARNS Beth New P 15 1929 1993
STEFANIK Mary Crem 5 B 1904 1993
STEFANIK William B. Crem 5 B 1902 1982
STEWART Ken W. Crem 37 B 1923 2010
STEWART Mary H. Crem 37 B 1926
STIFTER Stefan Old 68A 1906 1958
STIFTER Ursula Old 68A 1913 1990
STISHENKO Andrew A. Crem 21 D 1953
STISHENKO Sharon D. Crem 21 D 1954 2007
STOLTZ Anna Marie New Q 4 1910 2006
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STOLTZ Phyllis New Q 5 1930 1994
STOLZ Agatha Crem 6 A 1925 1984
STOLZ Anne Crem 10 D 1921
STOLZ Balzer J. New J 7 1903 1973
STOLZ Frank New C 18 1896 1984
STOLZ Jacob Old 47 1877 1943
STOLZ Margaret New J 8 1907 1989
STOLZ Martha Old 48 1881 1944
STOLZ Paul Crem 6 A 1924 1997
STOLZ Peter Crem 10 D 1920 1998
STOLZ Regina New C 19 1900 1978
STRANINGER Michael Old 85 1883 1956
STRANINGER Rosina Old 29 1891 1942
STRLE Ana New O 9 1906 1982
STRUTHERS Joyce Mildred New A 26 2006
SVETTITS Jacob Child E 14 1946 1946
SZELA Antoni New P 13 1924 2011
SZELA Janine New P 14 1925
SZESZKO Sergiusz New K 23 1911 1984
T TAMAGI Anna Yuko New J 26 1934 1999
TAYLOR Violet Loretta New H 26 1910 1982
THIBODEAU Paul W. New C 27 1931 1995
TIBBEY Henry G. New M 24 1921 1997
TIBBEY Wilhelmina C. New M 24 1901 1986
TINEVEZ Alex Crem 2 C 1926 2004
TINEVEZ Marie Crem 2 C 1933
TIRK Caroline New K 10 1927 1989
TIRK Dennis Child F 11 1969 1970
TIRK George New K 9 1925 1977
TITANICH Sally New N 26 1947 1988
TOKEVICH Olga New Q 26 1920 2007
TOTH Leslie S. New F 5 1893 1977
TOTH Rose M. New F 6 1894 1977
TRENN Joseph Child E 10 1950 1950
TUMBACK Odelia Old 10 1915 1939
TURENNE Jacquelyn Crem 25 A 1942 2001
TURENNE Onile Crem 25 A 1942
TURK Edmund New K 20 1911 1989
TURK Magnus New K 19 1937 1984
TURK Theresa New K 21 1914 1996
U URSULAN Joyce R. Crem 18 B 1931 2011
URSULAN Steve A. Crem 18 B 1925
USSELMAN Frank Child D 9 1945 1945
USSELMAN John New D 24 1904 1992
USSELMAN John Child D 7 1945 1945
USSELMAN John New R 28 1911 2000
USSELMAN Joseph New D 25 1937 1991
USSELMAN Josephine New D 25 1911 1981
USSELMAN Katherine New R 28 1908
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USSELMAN Robert Child D 7 1945 1945
UZELMAN Joseph A. New Q 9 1909 1998
UZELMAN Katherine O. New Q 10 1922 1994
V VAN DER GULIK Dirk New M 19 1902 1987
VAN DER GULIK Marie New M 19 1902 1985
VANDERHEYDEN Adrian New R 10 1921 2009
VANDERHEYDEN Johanna M. New R 10 1922 1997
VEDAN Lawrence W. New A 23 1942 2002
VELHO Antonio New D 27 1925 1997
VELHO Maria New D 27 1924 2006
VERHAPPEN Henrica J. M. (Rica) Crem 28 B 1915
VERHAPPEN Johannes A. (John) Crem 28 B 1917 2005
VIELVOYE Larissa Andrea Child F 9 1973 1974
VLAAR Marie New M 19 1902 1985
VOELK Rosella New A 14 1919 2002
VOGELGESANG Cecilia New J 22 1912 1998
VOGELGESANG John New J 22 1901 1983
VOGELGESANG Margaret Regina New J 22 1934 2008
VOGELGESANG Rudolf New L 19 1896 1984
VOLK Donald Child E 5 1959 1959
VOLK Selma New L 8 1909 1979
VOLK Vincent New L 7 1904 1990
W WALZ Elizabeth Old 93 1877 1959
WALZ John Old 92 1879 1958
WASMAN Eva Marie New N 11 1907 1993
WASMAN Joseph L. New N 10 1907 2002
WEBB Alice Angelina Crem 2 B 1921 2005
WEBB Shirley Ann New N 24 1940 1987
WEBB William Edwin Crem 2 B 1928
WEISBECK Hughie Child D 12 c1938 1939
WEISBECK John Old 11 1866 1957
WEISBECK Katherine E. Old 12 1867 1939
WELTER Frances Old 39 1881 1945
WELTER Michael Old 39 1919 1981
WESTEN Fred Crem 2 A 1909 1990
WESTEN Solomina Crem 2 A 1909 1994
WESTERWOUDT Kimberly Nadine New F 27 1972 1989
WESTERWOUDT Folkert [Volkert] [Frederick V.] New F 21 1935 1981
WESTERWOUDT Maria Misha J. H. New F 22 1904 1985
WIEGERT Josef New H 5 1910 2002
WIEGERT Katharina M. New H 6 1911 1974
WILLIAMS August Crem 25 B 1910 2002
WILLMOTT Sally J. New P 6 1911 1989
WINEGARDEN Bruce Crem 25 C 1932 2006
WINEGARDEN Vicki Crem 25 C 1931 2002
WOLFE Irene M. Crem 9 D 1916 2006
WOLFE Percy F. Crem 9 D 1913 2000
WONG Kwok Chung New T 24 1947 2009
WOODS Anny M. New J 23 1921 2009
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WOODS Raymond W. New J 23 1914 1992
WOOLLEY Jamie-Lea New J 22 1967 2003
WOSTRADOWSKI Anna Old 19 1916 2004
WOSTRADOWSKI Frank Old 19 1913 1995
Y YEAST Francis Old 82 1939 1955
YEAST John Old 25 1904 1941
YEAST Philomena Old 25 1910 1993
YOCHIM Adam Crem 16 A 2007
YOUNG Rose Crem 23 D 1919 2009
Z ZAHN Anna Marie Catherine Old 14 1854 1941
ZAHN Annie M. Child D 4 1926 2003
ZAHN Florantena Old 44 1875 1946
ZAHN Martin Jr. Child D 4 1947 1947
ZAHN Martin S. Child D 4 1921 2000
ZARR Wendel J. New Q 16 1925 1990
ZDOBYLAK Kazimierz New Q 13 1919 2002
ZDOBYLAK Maria New Q 13 1922
ZENTNER Rosa New N 23 1905 1992
ZENTNER Stefan New N 23 1904 1987
ZERR Lucy L. New P 28 1912 1991
ZERR Magdalina New O 20 1931 2006
ZERR Peter New O 20 1926 1988
ZIEGLER Alisia Old 99 1911 1971
ZIEGLER Joseph Old 100 1910 1995
ZIEGLER Matthew Crem 34 D 1934 2006
ZIEGLER Ursula Old 68A 1913 1990
ZIMMER Brandt Jason Crem 37 B 1970 2010
ZIMMER Sophie Ann New M 26 1909 1986
ZVONARICH John New E 21 1903 1978
ZVONARICH John V. New E 22 1930 2007
ZVONARICH Maria New E 22 1907 1987
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